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Chapter I
In the eighteenth century* the English novel emerged. It had
been preceded by a vast store of prose fiction* variously called novels*
romances* true histories and memoirs. rhile many of these utilized either
clot* narrative* dialogue* descriotion* analysis"*" or the creation of re-
alistic characters * none of them combined these aspects into a unified fic-
tion of the considerable length and breadth which the eighteenth century
novelist discovered and perfected.
Because the novel was a new and uncertain form* the eighteenth
century novelist felt that some explanation of his theories, purposes and
art was due his reader. The latter became an active participator in the
novel, for he was constantly addressed in the preface, the epilogue* and
in remarks interpolated throughout the narrative. Manners and morals* the
trends of the times, the art of vriting and contemporary fiction consti-
tuted the major part of these discussions as the novelist clarified his
theories to the reader. Toward the close of the century* the bulky pre-
face that had been so important a part of the early novel declined in
length, an indication that not only was the novel becoming independent as
a form, but the novel reader had learned to interpret his reading correct-
ly. Only whe^ a new type of novel was introduced, such as the Gothic story
innovated by Horace "alpole, was there need for detailed explanation. The
novelist tended to remain behind the scene and incorporate his viewpoints
in his character drawings and dialogue.
1 Pelham Edgar* The Art of the Novel (New York: The Macmillan
Company* 1933), p. 16.
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This thesis is based largely on the prefaces to the outstand-
ing novels of the eighteenth century in England. Although the majority of
critics mark the evolution of the modern novel with the publication of
Richardson’s Pamela in 1740, this thesis begins with John Bunyan. A late
eighteenth century writer of religious allegory, he is important to the
eighteenth century, for while:
"English fiction did not adopt the abstractions of
Bunyan* s fiction. . .it did adopt the real life of
this world in which his allegorical figures walked
. . .Bunyan helped make subsequent English fiction
true in its romanticism, and more serious in its
realism. "2
Although Jane Austen's work was not published until the early decades of
the nineteenth century, several of her novels were written at the close of
the eighteenth century. She summarized the age into which she was born in
style as well as in spirit, and the views she expressed were concerned with
the novel of the eighteenth century. Her theories evolved from Richardson
and Burney, whom she admired, as well as from Fielding, whom she disliked.
Other sources have been used to supplement the information contained in
the novelists' prefaces. Johnson, for example, left no preface to Rasselas ,
but his theories were fully expounded in his Rambler paper #4. Clara
Reeve's The Progress of Romance is not a novel, but it contains a clear
statement of the novel's province; while Jane Austen's letters contain her
descriptions of her art of writing.
The purpose of the thesis is to show what the leading novelists
of the eighteenth century considered the function of their art, and how
they estimated this new media they utilized. The theories of fiction
2 Robert Naylor ’Yhiteford, Motive s in English Fiotion (New York:
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1918) p. 58.
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3expressed throughout the century were fundamentally rooted in didacti-
cism* an outstanding characteristic of the age and an important causation
of the birth of the novel. The problem of good and evil, and how it should
i
be treated in the realistic novel, was important to the eighteenth century
writer. In addition to this moral nsoect of the novel, which influenced
both character portrayal as well as action, the novelist examined the pro-
vince of his realism. The uncertainty of the novel is shown in continual
statements of basis in fact which lasted well into the century; another
sign of the novel’s independence came when this re-creation from living
models and true situations was refuted. This refutal also marks an ad-
vance in the novelists’ artistry. In the novelists' discussion of their
own literary principles and theories, there is clear indication of the va-
rious movements which marked the history of the novel during the century,
such as the growth of Romanticism, while the criticism of contemporary fic-
tion offers a glimpse of the vast production which the novel experienced
throughout the century.
The thesis, beginning with Bunyan and concluding with Austen,
treats outstanding novelists of the period. Because of the immensity of
the novel's prose background, the prose fiction of preceding times is
summarized briefly in order to point out the adaptations made by the eight-
eenth century novelist, which were chiefly of literary type. Literary
theories expressed in the periodicals of the early part of the century
are also reviewed, since they were of utmost importance not only to the
novelist but to his reader. Each author is discussed chiefly in regard to
the (1) moral purposes, (2) factual basis, (3) explanations of his own fic-
tion, and (4) criticism, of contemporary fiction and sources important to
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him, which he expressed in his prefaces or in other sections of his
works.
There is no research work available which treats of these the-
ories alone. Glimpses of original prefaces may be found throughout lio-
graphies of the eighteenth century novelists, and in critical studies of
the history of the novel. J'any of the prefaces themselves may be consult
ed fully in Ballantvne’ s Novelist* s Library , edited by Sir Walter Scott,
where they have been reprinted in full from first and subsequent editions
First editions of many of the novels, such as Jane Austen’s Northanger
Abbey and Persuasion , have been consulted for full contexture of the ori-
ginal preface.
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Chapter II
"For the novel* least of all forms of literature, can
boast a pure extraction; it is of mixed and often dis-
reputable ancestry; and the novelist derives his in-
spiration, as '•.veil as his materials, not chiefly from
the pages of his predecessors in the art, but from the
life of his time and the literature that springs di-
rectly from that life, whether it be a broadside or a
blue-book.
The backgrounds from which the eighteenth century novel emerged
were heterogeneous. The form was, in a sense, related to the NormaP period,
when the Arthurian legends of medieval romance, recorded in Geoffrey of
Monmouth's Chronicle (1147) entered the literary scene, just as it vras re-
lated to the periodical papers that immediately preceded its heyday. It
borrowed from the literatures of ancient Greece and Rome, Italy, France,
Spain and the Orient, as they made their ways to England before, during,
and after the great burst of the Renaissance. It consisted of many lite-
rary types; the fabliau of common life and the thirteenth century, the ro-
mance and novella that achieved popularity in the fifteenth century, the
allegory. so intrinsically a part of the Roman Catholic church and mind;
the picaresque that entered from Spain in Lazarillo de Torme
3
(1554). In
this background was the minstrel singing in the great English halls,
chanting stanzas from the four cycles of romance; in it was the journal
kept by John Evelyn at the close of the seventeenth century. The background
of the novel is of wide interest in times and types, encompassing every
branch of art, learning, and life.
From the vast stores of prose fiction and narrative that lay be-
hind the eighteenth century novel, two important trends came to it, and
3 'alter Raleigh, The English Novel (Mew York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1911) p. 109.
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6the problem of keeping them distinct, or of finding a suitable blend, was
of concern to the eighteenth century novelist. These -.vere romance and re-
alism. The Arthurian stories, a heritage in English fiction, were as in-
herent to English nature as the realistic fabliau, which is inseparable from
common life. Chaucer blended both forms in his Canterbury Tales, and in
the fifteenth century, the romance of chivalry, and the brief Italian no-
vella were popular simultaneously.
Romance, in England, was preserved and popularized by three great
printers. In 1485, Caxton, who made a number of his own translations,
printed Malory’s collection of Arthurian stories, Morte D’ Arthur . "ynken
de 'forde, Caxton’ s successor, reprinted the works of his forebear, as v/ell
as translations of Froissart and other writings of Sir John Bour^hier, Lord
Berners. riliiam Copland also specialized in romance at the time of Mary
Queen of Scots, and among his productions were reprintings of the Troy and
Charlemagne cycles. At this time, the romance "was driven either to seek
low society, or to maintain a supremacy that based its claim on style and
not on theme"^ for the Renaissance brought a new variety of knowledge to
England, and che poetic age of Elizabeth was dawning. The romance was to
flower again in the seventeenth century "novel" in a tedious excess.
Caxton ’s preface to Malory's Morte D'Arthur forms an interesting
connection between the prose of the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries.
He discusses the reality of the king and leaves the decision between fact
and fiction to his reader.
. .1 . . .have set it down in print, to the intent that noble
4 Ibid., p. 23
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7men may see and learn the noble acts of chivalry* the gentle and virtuous
deeds that some kndghts used in those days* by which they came to honor*
and how they that were vicious were punished and oft put to shame and re-
buke; humbly beseeching all noble lords and ladies and all other estates
. . .that they take the good and honest acts in their remembrance and follow
the same. . .for herein may be seen noble chivalry* courtesy* humanity*
friendliness* hardyhood, love* friendship, cowardice, hate, murder, virtue
and sin. Do after the good and leave the evil, and it shall bring you to
good fame and renown. . .But all is written for our doctrine* and for to
beware that we fall not to vice ne sin* but to exercise and follow virtue*
by which we may come and attain to good fame. . .in this life* and after
5this. . .to come unto everlasting bliss in heaven.”
Just as Caxton justified his prose narrative with a moral apnli-
cation* promsing both material and spiritual reward* and as he pointed
out its value as a guide to conduct, so the eighteenth century novel was
to interpret its function as the guide book of manners and morals, and
"all is written for our doctrine” was to be paraphrased many times.
During the Eli*abethan era, the native contribution faded into
the background of English literature. Italian literature’s chief donation
was the pastoral romance, and the analytical criticism of life characteris-
tic of such writers as Theophrastus gave to the Elizabethan a new philo-
sophic, scientific outlook upon his material.
5 ’ViHiam Caxton, "Prologue to Malory’s Xing Arthur", 1485* in The
Harvard Classics (New York: P.F. Collier and Son Company* 1910) Vol.
XXXIX, "(39) pp. 20-24.
6 Ernest A. Baker, The History of the English Novel (London: H.F.
and G. "Jitherby Ltd., 1937) Vol. II* p. 12T
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8"Yet Elizabethan fiction produced no masterpiece. . .It was an
age of great poetry, and when the poet wished to draw closer to the level
of daily life, it was the drama, not the novel, to which he turned.” There
was lack of suitable orose to foster fiction development, nor was there a
Q
definite notion of what fiction form should be. The great bulk of the
translations of Horace, Ovid, Ileliodorus, Bandello, and Apuleius served
chiefly the drama, and "it is hard to trace any crofound effect upon the
development of fiction to the influence of the Italian story-tellers who
Q
supplied the Elizabethan translator with the bulk of his material."
From this period, however, there descended to the eighteenth cen-
tury novel four greet names. John Iyly (1554-1606), Sir Philip Sidney
(1554-1586), Thomas Nashe (1567-1601) and Thomas Delonoy (1543-1807) neither
found the novel form nor perfected the material they had at hand. Many
parallels have been drawn between these riters and their eighteenth cen-
tury posterity, but the resemblance is primarily that of fiction type.
In 1578 and 1580, Lyly’s Euphues , the Anatomy of vrit
,
and
Suphues and His Eng land , were published. These moralistic works have
often been called the first novels of manners, and Raleigh states that
Lyly's chief importance lies in that "he set the first fashion in novel
writing".'*'0 In a heavy, artificial stj^le now known as Euphuism, Lyly used
alliteration, balanced sentences, constant classical allusion, reflections
7 Edward Vagenknecht , Cavalcade of the English Novel (New York:
Henry Holt and Comoany, 1925), p. 2.
8 Baker, op. cit .
,
p. 13.
9 Ibid.
,
p. 53.
10. Raleigh, op. cit., p. 33.
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9and moralizing. It was prose affected by the age of poetry in which it
was conceived* and lyly was attempting to make his characteristics essen-
tial to prose. H The story of Euphues and Philautus, two learned and po-
lished gentlemen, csoncerns manners and morals, presented through travel and
conversation. Lyly was heavily imitated by succeeding stylists.
Written in 1580 and published a decade later, Sidney's The Count-
ess of Pembroke
'
s Arcadia was "the first example in English of a pastoral
romance". Chivalric, abundant in such stock incidents as shipwrecks and
and pirates, and borrowing from Italian, French and Greek sources, this
story expressed moral views in a highly artificial st.yle. Sidney, who wrote
in his "An Apologia for Poetry" that any work of the imagination -was poetry and
the use of rime and verse was unnecessary, looked upon his Arcadia as a
prose poem. The Arcadia is the "halfway house between the older romance of
13
chivalry and the long winded 'heroic' romances of the seventeenth century".
Thomas Uashe, the pamphleteer, wrote only one prose fiction piece
in novel form. The Unfortunate Traveller , or The Life of Jack Hilton ,
(1594) was the first picaresque to enter English fiction. As background
for Nashe's work is the Spanish La zarillo de Tormes, a chivalric romance of
humor and realism, written in 1554, and translated into English in 1576 by
Rowland. Nashe's work displays all the picaresque qualities of perils,
escapes and wide travels by a light-hearted knave on the fringe of both
low and high society. In his preface, Nashe introduced his work as a
11 Ibid., p. 46.
12 Ibid., p. 57.
13 Ibid., p. 60.
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"phantastioal treatise” displaying ” some reasonable conveyance of history
and a variety of mirth”. The picaresque tradition was of greatest import-
ance to the realistic novelists of the eighteenth century* although it was
through LeSage that the "mantle of Cervantes descended to Fielding and his
successors"
.
Thomas Deloney's three novels are marked by racy dialogue* ex-
cellent characterizations# faithful pictures of his time* and realistic
portraits of the 'working class society. Jack of Newberry (1597) and Thomas
of Reading (1600) present weavers* while The Gentle Craft (1598) is the
story of Simon Eyre the shoemaker. Deloney drew on the popular jest book
(of which Na3he had made some use) for much of his fabliau incident.
The similarity in fiction type that exists between the sixteenth
and eighteenth century writers places Samuel Johnson as a follower of Lyly
in his subjection of realism and incident to learned conversation and
scholastic reflections; Samuel Richardson* Frances 3urney and Jane Austen
among followers of Sidney in their presentation of society and its manners;
while Fielding and Smollett take up the picaresque tradition introduced by
Nashe. Deloney’s robust* natural stories of commonplace English life
breathe the spirit of realism which gave life to the eighteenth century
nove 1
.
Tagenknecht has called the seventeenth century "the elegant
15
wasteland" of the novel. ' 3aker finds its chief importance in the pre-
paration of a reading public* the means for the novelist to find a liveli-
hood* and the fact that it showed the eighteenth century novelist, when he
14 Baker* op. cit .
*
p. 54.
15 Tagenknecht, op. cit.
,
p. 16.
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arrived* how to start writing. Raleigh points out that despite lack
of novel development* an eager public devoured the heroic romance that
17
entered England from France and dominated the seventeenth century.
Complex* excessive, long-winded, the heroic romance was a story
of love ruled by war and politics, marked by lovers* exploits and solilo-
quies, made up on a plot structure that had no end. Each new character to
enter the scene halted the action to review his own life and deeds; this
characteristic had some influence on the eighteenth century novel, for
Fielding's Mr. 'Yilson reviewed his life in Joseph Andrews , and Smollett's
Miss Williams occupied a large part of Roderiok Random . The eighteenth
century novelist allowed these characters and their histories a part in
the final action, however, and thus their introduction was justified. It
has been stated that the French heroic romances prepared the English reader
18for Richardson's "long-winded heroines". The heroic romance school was
satirized by Charlotte Lennox in her The Female Quixote (1752) but in gene-
ral had no important influence on the novel of the next century.
The earliest of these tales was polexandre by Gomberville (1632)
which was translated into English by "r . Browne in 1647. English imitators
included Boyle, Earl of Orrery, whose unfinished Parthenissa (1654) de-
voted 600 pages to introducing the primary action. Sir George Mackenzie,
who prefaced his Aretina (1661) with the theory that "Moral philosophy. • .
is set to best advantage. . .when laced upon a romance" produced a didactic
16 Baker, op . cit . , Vol. Ill, p. 12.
17 Raleigh, op . cit ., p. 89.
18 Ibid., p. 92.
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heroic* John Crowne, the dramatist* criticized the faults of the heroic
tale, "a crooked invention (bolstered) with fungous words”, but his Pandion
and Amphigenia (1665) made little improvement.
An outstanding theory of the novel was proposed in 1691 by William
Congreve, whose Incogni ta marks a highlight in the realization and con-
sciousness of the novel form. This brief portrait of manners, which has
been described as the most deliberate and important novel between The Un-
19fortunate Traveller and Robinson Crusoe, is the result of the application
of the dramatic unities of time, place and action to prose fiction.
20
Congreve's preface defines both romance and novel. Romance
comprises the love and adventures of "mortals of the first rank" and is
written in lofty language, filled with the miraculous and impossible, and
leaves the reader "flat upon the ground", vexing him to think he has been
fcleased and transported. . .when. . .'tis all a lie". Novels are of more
familiar nature. They represent "intrigues in practise, delight us with
accidents and odd events, but not such as are wholly unusual or unprece-
dented. . ." Novels delight because they are believable. The difference
between the romance and the novel is the same essential difference between
tragedy and comedy. Imitating "dramatic writing in the design, contexture,
and result of the plot", Congreve sets Florence as his unity of place,
three days as his unity of time, and the meeting and union of two couples
and the surmounting of obstacles placed in their way as unity of action.
19 H.F.B. Brett-Smith, Introduction to Incognita by Tilliam Con-
greve (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1922) pp. 5-13*1
20 Congreve, Incognita, pp. 5-7.
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Mrs. Aphra Behn, whose Oronoolco was published posthumously in
1698, was the first woman to earn her living through writing, and this
most famous of her novels is important primarily in its anticipation of
the nineteenth-century Romantic tradition.
The true influence of the seventeenth centurv on the eighteenth-
century novel was not in this heroic sphere; only Congreve’s application
of dramatic rules was to be echoed through the following century. The
character writing which had become a vogue after the translation of Theo-
phrastus in 1593 had been taken up and developed by Bishop Hall (1597),
Thomas Overbury (1614) and John Earle (1628) whose descriptions of typical
English characters from all walks of life were adopted, rounded out and
given real names in place of their stock epithets by the Tatler and Spectator
periodicals. The familiar essay, Montaigne's innovation (1580), was made
popular in England by Bacon (1597) and the vast numbers of sixteenth and
seventeenth century pamphleteers, whose work culminated in the eighteenth
century coffee house periodicals. The seventeenth century's observation
of detail and stress of fact, characterized by Pepys' and Evelyn's journals,
21founded the tradition on which the novel was based. The Royal Society
had demanded a "close, naked, natural "/ay of speaking, positive expressions,
dear senses, a native easiness, bringing all things as near the mathematical
plainness as they can; and preferring the language of artisans, countrymen,
22
and merchants before that of wit and scholars' 1 . " It was merely in the
preparation of the reading public and the novelist himself that the seven-
teenth century novel was of importance to its followers; in other forms of
21 Raleigh, op. cit
.
,
p. 114.
22 Ibid., p. 119.
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emerge in variety* fullness and power*
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Chapter III
In 1665, the first English newspaper* The Oxford Review * was
founded. This was the forerunner of a vast group of periodicals, which
became most numerous after the Licensing Act of 1695, and included such
publications as Defoe’s Review (founded in 1704), Steele's Tatler (founded
in 1709) and Guardian (founded in 1714), and Addison and Steele's Spectator
(founded in 1711). Throughout the eighteenth century, the English novelist
reached a wide audience through the English periodical: Goldsmith, John-
son, Smollett and " ralpole were but a few to edit periodicals and contribute
to them articles and essays treating of a wide range of subjects.
The importance of the periodical to the English novel is inesti-
mable: it ranks above the whole stream of literary background. The common
life and thought of the day were, of course, the sole reason for being of
the newspaper; they also comprised the foundation in which the realistic
novel was rooted, and from which it took its material, its philosophical
approach to life, its characters and events. The Sir Roger de Coverly pa-
pers of the Spectator created a familiar English type and brought him
alive in his setting; given a plot. Sir Roger could have been a novel.
Vi11 Honeycomb and the rest of the Spectator circle are the full develop-
ment of the characters whom Hall and Overbury and Earle had described;
they are now real and vital, waiting to step into the uncreated novel.
Glancing through the range of subjects treated in the Spectator ,
and written not only by Addison and Steele but by Swift, Pope, Hughes,
Budgell, and Brome as well as anonymous contributors, one finds a range
from politics to aesthetic theories. Letters on female education, the
civil constitution of Great Britain, dancing, the idea of a Supreme Being,
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egotism, epistolary poetry, drunkenness, military life, planting, and
eternity are but a few of the pictures of the mind of the day and the
thoughts which occupied it. Letters alone constitute a great bulk of the
Spectator; the letters to be employed as a novel technique and to be high-
ly regarded as an effective means of catching the importance of the moment
and its emotions by such novelists as Richardson and Fanny Burney.
To the novelist about to enter the literary scene of eighteenth-
century England, the periodicals offered many useful precepts; all of
which resounded as he clarified his purooses, and estimated the function
of his art. The scholarly Addison was largely resoonsible for bringing
Aristotle before the middle-class English mind that, otherwise, might not
encounter him. Applying Aristotelian theories to his criticism of the
drama and poetry of his day, Addison reminded the English public that tra-
23
gedy is the vehicle of noble moral end3, and requested that the English
dramatist dispense with tragi-comedy, which he found a ’’monstrous inven-
0/1 Q r
tion”.'Jr Addison’s discussion of poetic justice*’' 0 was later seized upon
by Richardson, and applied to his explanation of purpose in Clarissa Har -
lowe . "rhile terror and pity in the spectator is the prooer end of tragic
drama, Addison found that the playwright of his day depended too heavily
upon properties and sound effects to achieve these aims, which his story
26
and his presentation should achieve in themselves. Addison further stated
23 Joseph Addison in The Spectator (London: William P. Nimmo,
1887) #39.
1
24 Ibid .
,
#40.
25 Loo , ott .
26 Ibid., #42.
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Aristotle's precept of subject matter* reminding the vriter not to take a
27
subject too great for his vehicle* nor too small to warrant expression.
Just as Fielding later based his literary theories on the classical writers*
so Addison applied his scholarly learning to his discussion of contemporary
art and made it his standard of criticism.
In order to bring out more clearly the principles which the
eighteenth-century novelist incorporated in his theories of fiction* it
is necessary to review precepts discussed not only by Addison and Budge 11
in the Spectator * but by Steele in the Tat ler and the Guardian papers.
The moral purpose of art was stressed by these essayists. Addi-
son described literature as the legacy of genius to mankind. Literature
was thus the most influential art form, the most important vehicle of man's
mind, because a book reaches out to a wide audience. The writer, therefore*
should guard against instilling the poison of vice and error in his read-
9 g
ers.“ Nature is the basis of the writer's imitation; through his gift of
29
selection* he cam improve upon it. The reader should be made to see the
30beauty of perfection, and to avoid and dislike imperfection. Discussing
the method that Fielding was to use as his formula for the comic epic in
prose* Addison questioned the human trait of overlooking perfection to see
the blemish. "If the talent of ridicule were employed to laugh men out
of their vice and folly, it might be of some use to the world," he said,
adding that "the two great branches of ridicule in writing are comedy and
27 Ibid .* #420.
28 Ibid *> #166 .
29 Ibid.* #419.
30 Ibid., #409
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burlesque. The first ridicules persons by drawing them in their proper
character* the other by drawing them quite unlike thems elves." He further
defined the comedy and burlesque which he felt could be effectively turned
31
to moral purposed by prescribing means of attaining true burlesque. The
"bawdry" in the drama of the day was viewed by Steele as a pitiful way to
32
achieve delight in an audience* for he felt that the proper end of the
drama was to incite good behavior;
°
3 it is a great evil to make vice com-
mendable. Thile a resemblance to nature is commendable in art, a resem-
blance of beauty is better* and a resemblance of beauty softened by grief
35
and sorrow is the most effective subject for the writer.
In addition to these discussions of the moral purpose of corn-
temporary literature, the essayists criticised other aspects of comtempe-
•7
rary writing. Budgell found the contemporary novel an "inflamer" of women
and Addison spoke out against the custom of the English reader who found
personal attacks upon himself in everything he read, and thus converted re-
37
alistic writing into libel. Addison also objected to the custom of
anonymous pamphlet publication, which gave rise to the libellous attacks
38 39
so common at the time. The abuse of dedications was attacked by Steele
31 Ibid -
»
#249.
32 Richard Steele in The Spectator
, #51.
33 Steele, The Tatler (Edinburgh: ~rilliam P. Nimmo and Company,
1880), #3.
34 Ibid ., #191.
35 Addison, The Spectator
, #419.
36 Budgell, The Spectator
, ft365.
37 Addison, Ibid .
,
#568.
38 Ibid., #451.
39 Steele, The Tatler, #177
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who also felt that "the story teller is born"* sees the world in a different
light, has a knack that depends on his own wit and humor, should learn to
conceal the disagreeable details of the story^ and avoid the inclusion of
41
extraneous material. Addison aimed at banishing the ’’Gothic taste”
which he found in the English reading public of his day and pointed out the
innate English love of epigrams, conceits, and other such forms of wit
He saw the producer of pamphlets and the periodical essay writer laboring
under a disadvantage; for no dullness is allowed him by the reader who will
excuse lapses of interest in a larger volume. ' That a great man alone
can treat greet subiects4^ and that one must live in the midst of the
45
world in order to view it correctly were among Steele's paraphrases of
classical conceptions later discussed by Swift and Fielding; while Steele's
warning that the writer must be moved by his subject and "work up his ima-
46gination as near as possible, to resemble reality" was echoed by Swift,
Richardson, and Fielding in their discussions of fiction theories.
The beauty of wild nature was admired by Addison, who found that
the British formal garden so characteristic of the early wighteenth century
40 Steele, The Guardian, (Edinburgh: '’rilliam P. Nimmo and Company,
1880) #42.
41 Steele, The Spectator
, #138.
42 Addison, Ibid .
,
#409.
43 Ibid., #124.
44 Stteele, The Tatler
, #47.
45 Ibid., #203.
46 Steele, The Guardian, #12
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was a deviation from nature. The use of the supernatural, which Aris-
totle admitted to the epic, was also allowed by Addison to comtemporary
literature. In one of his essays on the pleasures of the imagination, he
discussed "fairy writing" and found it a suitable medium for the writer,
since superstition is intrinsic to the English character, and "there was
48
not a village in England that had not a ghost in it . Defoe based a
great deal of his fiction on this assumption, thus making realistic and
probable the elements of supernaturalism which he incorprated in such
stories as Duncan Campbell , Mrs. Veal and Robinson Crusoe . Fielding al-
lowed the use of ghosts to fiction, but confined his highest province to
mankind, while the love of the marvellous so inherent to the English temper-
ament was to give rise to the Gothic novel in the later eighteenth century.
Addison warned that the writer treating of this province should have full
knowledge of superstitions, legends, fables and romance; his characters
should not talk like mortals, but in a discoloured sense that would give
49
them probability.
Addison himself stated that there was no phase of criticism, no
theory of literature, left to the modern scholar; every doctrine and pre-
50
cept had already been sounded by the great critics of the classical world.
In reviev/ing these theories, and bringing them in such familiar style be-
fore the novelist and before his reading public, training them to adapt
classical theories of art to the common writings of their day, Addison and
47 Addison, The Spectator
, #414.
48 Ibid.
,
#419.
49 Loc . cit .
50 Ibid., #253.
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Steele and their contemporary periodical writers made the final step
preparatory to the formulation of the English novel and its welcome
by its readers.
ee $
Chapter 17
John Bunyan (1628-1688), the tinker's son who became a great
Puritan preacher, wrote nearly sixty religious ” rorks during his lifetime.
The greatest of these » Pilgrim’s Progress ( 1678-1684 \ forms an important
link between the literary backgrounds of the eighteenth century novel and
the novel itself, for it not only foreshadows methods in fiction* but
makes use of those already in existence. In its scope of action* its
characterization* its narrative, and simplicity of style* realism is ap-
plied to a spiritual allegory. The allegory itself and the use of a dream
vision are medieval. It is a picaresque in the sense that it is a story of
the road through life. The romantic aspects of the medieval prose are pre-
served in the miraculous performances of the heavenly beings who encourage
and assist Christian through the obstacles he encounters. The Life and
Death of Mr. Badman (1680) is realistic in its pictures of everyday English
life, and like Pilgrim* is the recounting of the trip through life that
leads to eternal punishment.
Bunyan’ s purpose was solely the reformation of the world, and
the salvation of his own soul. He saw wickedness all about him "wickedness.
. .like to drown our English world. . .our youth, our middle age. . ."
Young men were corrupt, women were bawds* the aged were beasts, and the
earth reeled "to and fro like a drunkard". Through writing, he hoped "to
stop an hellish course of life and to save a soul from death". It was im-
portant to him that he save other souls; but he also felt that in deliver-
ing his warning, he would save himself from the "ruins of them that per-
51ish". Thus he asked his reader to "lay my book, thy head, and heart
51 John Bunyan, The Life and Death of Mr. Badman (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1905), preface, pp. I-7Il“
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together" to achieve his end* "thy good".^ He hoped to "persuade some
that go astray, to turn their feet and heart to the right way" , ° and he
warned his reader to "take heed of Mr. Badman's ways", to examine his own
life and determine if he is one of the "thousands and thousands" of re la-
54
tives that survive the dead man.
Bunyan* s narratives, allegorical in inception and design, were
nevertheless presented as based on truth of spiritual fact, and in the
preface to Mr. Badman , he stated that his story was not only true, but
had been "acted upon the stage of this -orld many times before mine eyes",
in his relation of the tale, he added as little elaboration as possible to
these facts of his own observation. The foundation of fruth is further
made believable in his discussion of Mr. Badman's relatives. To prevent
their anger with him, and the contempt that the vorld would give them af-
ter the publication of the book, he had concealed their real names and made
identity impossible. These relatives and friends, shown in the narrative,
may be material for further works, for if the author should outlive them,
he promised his readers to write of their lives.
In his prefaces, Bunyan devoted a large part of his discussion
of moralities and warnings to a description of his manner of writing and a
defense of his style. This is particularly evident in the preface to Pil-
grlm*s Progress , part I, where he made a strong defense of allegorical
52 Bunyan, Pilgrim* s Progress , Part I, in The harvard Classics,
Vol. XV (New *ork: P.F. Collier and Son Company, 1910 )
,
pr efa c e s
,
pp. 5-11.
53 Loc . cit.
54 Mr. Badman, preface.
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writing. "May I not write in such a stile as this* in such a method*
too* and yet not miss mine end* thy good*?" he asked, ^ritten in "the
similitude of a dream#" he compared his style to dark clouds* to solidity#
to "gold wrapped up in ore". God’s laws# the Gospel had also been written
in parables* however* and like them* his words clothe truth. He warned
55
his readers to look beneath this covering of metaphor and find the moral.
To those who found his style objectionable# and counted it as nothing but
romance* he answered only that man has a variety in taste. The Life and
Death of Mr . Badman# a conversation between Mr. Tiseman and Mr. Attentive#
was written in dialogue form for the author's ease and the reader's pleasure.
Bunvan's method of composition of Pilgrim*
s
Progress# Part I# was
not intentional. He had been writing another book# v/ith no thought of
Pilgrim in mind* when he "fell suddenly into an allegory". Inspiration and
ideas multiplied like sparks from a fire* and he completed the work for
his own gratification* with no intention of publication. He left the com-
position for "vacant seasons"# and when it was completed, showed it to
friends who disagreed on its merits. This disagreement led to the publica-
57
tion# for he ’wished to put the book to a test.
That it found immediate favor in England* Europe and New England#
Bunyan was proud. To the friends who had velcomed his first story of
Christian# he sent a sequel four years later# hoping that it would prove a
blessing to them. ^8
55 Pilgrim's Progress * Part I# "The Conclusion"# p. 166.
56 Ibid . » Part II# preface* pp. 169-175.
57 Ibid. # Part I* preface.
58
Ibid
. * Part II# prdface.
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Numerous other "Pilgrims' 1 and narratives imitative of Bunyan*
s
appeared after 1678 and caused Bunyan some distress. "I will testifie
that only you my Pilgrims are*" he remarked, introducing Christian’s wife
59
and family. His authorship of the books had also been disputed, and
pointing out that his name contained the anagram "Nu hony in a B" he stated
that his story "came from mine own heart, so to my head, and thence into
60
my fingers trickled. . .manner and natter too was all mine awn".
Like the novelist that succeeded him in the next century, Bunyan
was interested in a long, complete train of action. It was necessary to
review every detail of Mr. Badraan's life to make probable and possible his
61
ultimate fate. In Pilgrim’s Progress , too, his narration "chalketh out
before thine eyes thO man that seeks the everlasting orize; it shews you
whence he comes, whither goes, what he leaves undone, also what he does;
62
. . .how he runs and runs, till he unto the Gate of Glory comes".
Bunyan’ s prefaces are important to the eighteenth century. His
primary purpose, to teach, characterized the entire century that follawed
him, and the didactic purpose was stressed foremost as the requisite to a
novel. The journalist Daniel Defoe was to take up Bunyan’ s stress of basis
in fact and make it his most important means of achieving realism. The
parable form was to clothe instruction in Johnson’s Rasselas. As Bunyan
defended himself in copying the Bible form, so Fielding defended his new
59 Loc . cit .
60 Ibid . , "The Author’s Vindication of his Pilgrim, Found at the
End of his ’holy ' ,rar*", p. 319.
61 Mr. Badman
,
preface.
62 Pilgrim’s Progress, Part I, preface.
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theory of the prose novel as an adaptation of the classics of the ancient
world. Fielding and Smollett seized upon the picaresque element that
Bunyan had admitted when he said, "This book will make a traveller of
thee." u The realism of life and manners among the Badman family and in
their English village was to pervade the whole eighteenth century# finding
expression in such drama as Lillo's George Barnwell and in such art as
Hogarth’s "Fake’s Progress".
63 Loc. cit

Chapter V
Daniel Defoe (1657-1731)* whose voluminous tracts and pamphlets
treated religious controversy, a defense of a new king* who suggested city
reform, wrote of geography and travel, occultism, and a vast, wide range
of other subjects, was one of the most prolific writers of the eighteenth
century.
"As a writer and an important figure of his age, he is
second only to Swift, if even to him. Some incline to
regard him as the most wonderfully endowed man of his
times, seeing in him a master journalist, an adroit
and influential politician with not a few of the traits
of a statesman, an economist of sound and advanced views,
a purveyor of miscellaneous information vast in its range
and practical in its bearings, an unequalled novelist of
adventure and law life, and. . .a writer whose homely
raciness has not been surpassed. . ."64
Defoe's position as a novelist has been debated. He had diffi-
culty with dialogue, his characterisations were incomplete, and he made
no use of atmosphere. But Defoe made no claims t award being a writer of
fiction; he considered himself an historian and biographer; and he was
careful to point out, throughout his work, that he was recording fact in-
tended for moral instruction. For "the writing of fiction was not yet re-
cognised as a legitimate art, or even a refutable occupation. Defoe . . .
did not think of novel-\vriting as an art. He never. . .tried to evolve a
66
new theory of the novel."
Reformation was Defoe's chief purpose in writing. Satire was
6 7
effective in accomplishing this and in the same way, biography or "true
64 ^.P. Trent, The Cambridge History of English Literature (New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons',' 1928), Vol. IX, p.~"27~
65 Tagenknecht, op. cit., pp. 36-38.
66 Baker, 0£. cit . , Vol. Ill, p. 224.
67 Daniel Defoe, The True Born Englishman (Rev/ York: T.Y. Crowell
and Company, 1933), Vol. XI, preface, pp.^27-29
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history” always showed "the ruinous end" that evil invariably brings; for
"there is not a v/icked action but is first and last rendered unhappy and
unfortunate. . .not a superlative villain but. . .he is brought to an un-
6 8
happy end or brought to be a penitent." "Instructive and upright ends"
69
and a "moral justly applied" are pointed out to the reader in every pre-
face. Robinson Crusoe (1719) was classed as an allegory by the author , and
70
placed in the same category as theScripture and Pi lgrim* s Progress . To
the reader who suggested that the moralizing passages in the narration of
Robinson be deleted in subsequent volumes, Defoe answered that "reflections
as well religious as moral. . .are not only the greatest beauties of the
71
work, but are calculated for the infinite advantage of the reader." In
the preface of The History of the Life and Surprising Adventures of Mr.
Duncan Campbell (1720) the "conjurer" stated that the story of his life
had been treated "with great variety of entertaining passages, which always
terminate in morals." This particular book had been ’•written to "strike at
the very root of. . .superstitions," to warn the English public against the
72fortune-tellers and gypsy bands that ’-vaited to defraud them. The History
and Remarkable Life of the Truly Honou rable Colonel Jaoque , Commonly Called
68 Defoe, Moll Flanders (New York: The Modern Library , Random House,
(N.D.))» preface, pp. V-IX.
69 Defoe, Robinson Crusoe (New York: George D. Sproul, 1903), Vol.
Ill, p. 107.
70 Loc. cit.
71 Ibid . , Vol. II, preface, pp. VII-VIII.
72 Defoe, Duncan Campbell (New York: George D. Sproul, 1903),
Vol. IV, "To the Ladies and Gentlemen of Great Britain", po. 23-31.
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Colonel Jack (1727) expressed the prefatory hope that "every wicked reader
will be here encouraged to a change and it will appear that the best and
only good end of an impious* misspent life is repentance," which brings
73
comfort* peace and hope.
In addition to the detail which characterizes his writings, Defoe
achieved realism through several means. Ke stressed basis in fact. He re-
ferred the truth of his matter to living authorities of reputable character.
Writing always in the first person, he gave accounts in his prefaces of
the editor or revisor, and to various additions and deletions he had made
on "my" story. The account may consist of memoirs, found in a document by
the "editor", or the "editor" may affix a preface. In Robinson Crus oe
,
volume three, he approached a confession of fiction, but termed it allegory.
TYith Colonel Jack he stated that it might be history or parable, truth or
fiction, but no matter - all were equally useful and capable of good.
Truth of fact as the basis for his narrative was expressed in his
brief story of "A True Relation of the Apparition of One Mrs. Veal", 1706.
In this preface, the author stated that no matter how improbable it seemed,
Mrs. Veal had returned to the land of the living after her death. A jus-
tice of the peace had written the account and sent it to London, and it ivas
sworn to be true by one Airs. Bargrave, a "woman of much honesty and virtue,
and her whole life a course. . .of piety." * At the conclusion of the
story itself, there is the question: "'Vhy should we dispute matter of fact,
because we cannot solve things, of which we have no certain or demonstrative
73 Defoe, Colonel Jack (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell and Company,
1903), Vol. X, preface, pp. xxix-xx
74 Defoe, "Mrs. Veal", in John C. Mendenhall, Snglish Literature
1650-1800 (New York; J.B. Lippincott Company, 1940), p. 415.
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notions# seems strange to me; Mrs. Bargrave's authority and sincerity
75
alone# would have been undoubted in any other case."
The first volume of Robinson Crusoe appeared in 1719. These
"strange and surprising adventures" contain true history# with no appear-
ance of fiction and the author asked his reader for a religious applica-
tion of the tale. In the second volume (1719)# The Further Adventures #
the preface states that readers have found errors# inconsistencies and
contradictions in the first. The accusations are malicious. Here Defoe
departed from his "truth of fact" basis# stating that every incident should
be morally applied# and this will "legitimate all the part that my be
77
called invention or parable". 1n 1720, a collection of essays# the
Serious Reflections During the Life and Surprising Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe completed Defoe's trilogy. Defoe explained his former statement of
factual basis. "The fable is always made for the moral# not the moral for
the fable#" he wrote. ". . .The story# though allegorical# is also histori-
cal. . .there is not a circumstance in the imaginary story but has its
just allusion to a real story# and chimes oart for part and step for step
with the inimitable life of Robinson Crusoe." Falsely intimating that he
had experienced just such adventures, but on an island closer to England
than he had pictured Robinson’s# he added# in his preface# "Facts that are
formed to touch the mind must be done a great way off# and by somebody
never heard of. Even the miracles of the blessed Savior. . .suffered scorn
and contempt." Thus he has used an artistic device to interest the reader#
75 Ibid . # p. 419.
76 Defoe# Robinson Crusoe, Vol. I# preface# p. XXIX.
77
Ibid., Vol. II, preface, pp. VII-VIII.
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who otherwise might have been inattentive to a morally beneficial tale.
Tith this* Defoe dropped the question. If the present age would not listen
to him, he expresses a hope that a future time* with more flexible minds,
7 8
more virtuous and religious, will accept his teachings.
Moll Flanders (1722), a true confession, written in the first per
son, was revised by an "editor”. Her language was that of a Newgate in-
mate, and it was necessary to soften it before presentation to the public.
In presenting the evil aspects of Moll’s career, the editor apologizes to
the reader; he had purposely included the immoral as a contrast for the
beauty of the moral. It had been a difficult task to five new dress to
this story, of which the "best and brightest” parts show Moll the penitent.
Duncan Campbell was another autobiography which had been worked
upon by editors. A. "good old gentleman" had first written this story of
the deaf and dumb conjurer of London, and after the elderly writer’s death,
Campbell gave the manuscript to a young man of his acquaintance for further
80
revision. The story of Roxana, or The Fortunate Mistress (1724) is ano-
81
ther true history in which real names have been disguised by the editor.
The Memoirs of a Cavalier (1720) was the publication of papers that the
editor had in his possession for twenty years. They had been found in a
closet by a secretary of the king; only the initials of the son of a for-
mer finder mark any kind of identity in them. But "there can be nothing
78 Ibid . , Vol. Ill, preface, pp. IX-XIII.
79 Defoe, Moll Flanders
,
preface.
80 Defoe, Duncan Campbell, preface.
81 Defoe, Roxana (New York: T.Y. Crowell and Company, 1903), Vol.
XII, preface, pp. XV-X7II
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objected against this work* seeing its truth is established upon universal
history*” Defoe said in his preface. The source is dismissed as inconse-
quential, and he regrets that the cavalier had not made his accounts more
. 82lengthy.
Defoe’s attitude toward fiction is expressed throughout these
prefaces, and in pointing out truth of fact* he was careful to deny ela-
boration* save for his moral and reflective passages. ". • .writing a
parable* or an allusive allegoric history, is quite a different case, and
is always distinguished from this other jesting (fiction) with truth*'1 he
said in the preface to volume three of Robinson Crusoe . Fiction abuses
fact; in the recording of real histories, writers have added and detracted
from the fact* producing romances with ’’not one piece of the first timber”
remaining. Had he chosen the "common way" of writing Robinson’s life* he
might have shown "a man you knew, and whose misfortunes and infirmities
perhaps you had sometimes unjustly triumphed over, and all I could have
83
said would have yielded no diversion,” nor moral benefit. In Duncan
Ca mpbe 11 * the preface points out that the history is devoid of "patchwork
of romance”, and might even be read "by any nice peruser of novels. . ."^
Robinson Crusoe , volume one, had been "reproached. . .with being a romance”
and this was vehemently denied. Roxanna is "not a story, but a history”,
82 Defoe* kemoirs of a Cavalier (New York: George D. Sproul*
1903), Vol. V, preface
,
pp. XXV-XXX.
83 Defoe, Robinson Crusoe , Vol. II, preface.
84 Defoe, Duncan Campbell* preface, pp. XXXI I I-XXXVIII.
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and the Journal of the Plague ^ear (1722) was ’’written by a citizen
who continued all the while to London' 1 , therefore allowing no gloss of
fiction bn the account.
Defoe felt that the purpose of writing* and the mark of the
good writer was the combination of instruction and pleasure. In the in-
troductory essay to The Universal Spectator* a periodical founded by his
son-in-law in October* 1728, Defoe stated: "A good writer. . .writes so
as to please and serve at the same time. If he writes to please, and not
to serve* he is a flatterer and a hypocrite; if to serve and not to r> lease,
he turns cynic and satirist. . .the writer that strives to be useful, writes
to serve you* and at the same time* by an imperceptible art, draws you on
to be pleased also. He reoresents truth with plainness; virtue with praise;
he even reprehends with a softness that carries the force of a satire with-
out the salt of it; and he insensibly screws himself into your good opinion*
85
that as his writings merit your regard, so they fail not to obtain it.”
In 1701* Defoe’s satire. The True Born Englishman , a defense of
King William, had been prefaced with Defoe’s statement that reformation ’was
achieved effectively through the use of satire. He had also expressed an
idealistic love of truth in this preface, stating his independence as a
writer. "As for writing for interest, I disown it,” he said. "I have
neither place, nor pension, nor prospect; nor seek none, nor will have none.”
85 TVilliam Minto, Daniel Defoe (New *ork: Harper and Brothers,
1880), pp. 128-129.
86 Defoe, The True Born Englishman, p. 219.
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Just as he later disclaimed the effect of satire , since it was not the ve-
hicle of pleasure* so his colorful career was not influenced by his ideal-
ism, for he depended heavily on Harley, Earl of Oxford, his patron, and
wrote for both causes of Vhig and Tory party.
Discussions of the imagination, and of the marvellous, later to
be considered by the eighteenth century novelist, entered many of Defoe's
writings. Thile discarding fiction, he believed strongly in the imagina-
tion, which he felt to be the means of converse between mortals and the
spirits from another world. rith the aid of dreams, noises, impulses, and
other apprehensions, unknown hands touch man’s life and actions, nor is
87
there "room to doubt" of the existence of a spirit world.' Thus he jus-
tified Robinson Crusoe’s visions, and made plausible the apparition of tars.
Veal and the second sight with which Duncan Campbell was endowed and enabled
to work his wonders. Like Addison, he believed that every English village
had its ghost.
In prose fiction Defoe heralded the realism that was the charac-
teristic of his age. He presented his novels of low life and adventure as
true fact, and this tradition was continued throughout the century of no-
velists who followed him. His scorn Hot fiction, novels and romances is a
characteristic of the eighteenth -century novelist, who seldom championed
his own form of writing, an attitude which Jane Austen criticized sharply
at the end of the oentury. In upholding the allegorical interpretation of
narrative, he was a follower of Bunyan. In revealing the immoral aspects
of life as a contrast to the beauty of the moral, as well as in his portrayal
87 Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, Vol. Ill, pp. 324-325.
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of low society* he was a forebear of Richardson and Fielding,
methods which he established to achieve realism were followed
the next hundred years.
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Chapter 71
Early in his career, Defoe had stated in his preface to The
True Born Englishman that reformation was most effectively accomplished
through satire. In his stories of low life, he abandoned this precept,
but it was the basic premise of Dean Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) whose
greatest prose fiction, Gulliver's Travels (1726), was the characteristic
eighteenth-century examnation of life by a rational mind. As a literary
type, this satire was of the popular Utopian theme, didactic "travel" li-
terature burlesquing the popular fad for stories of voyage and discovery,
in Gulliver’s Travels Swift achieved realism through minute use of specific
detail. His book had little effect on the subsequent novel of his century,
however, for "it was not through works of this category that the art of
88fiction made any perceptible headway."
That the purpose of Gulliver ' s Travels was reformation is made
clear in the preface, where a letter from Richard Sympson, the publisher and
cousin to Gulliver himself, expressed the hopes that the book provide bet-
ter entertainment for the "young noblemen than the common scribbles of po-
89
litics and party". A letter from Lemuel Gulliver, prefixed to the 1727
edition, despaired of the success of the work. Precept and example have
had no effect on the "Yahoos" in the seven months since the publication of
his travels. In that time, he had expected the dissolution of party and
faction, the reformation of judges and laws, the improvement of nobility's
88 Baker, 0£. cit . , Vol. II, p. 264.
89 Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels in Ballantyne's Novelist’s
Library (London: Hurst, Robinson and Company, 1821-1824), Vol. IX, preface,
p. 3
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education. Instead of making a beneficial application of his experiences
and his pictures of the other countries to themselves and to England, the
people of England accused him of the abuse and degradation of man. In two
years in the land of the Houynhyms, Gulliver had been able to banish the de-
ceit so deeply rooted in his European soul. Now, within seven months of
his return, the despicable ''Yahoo" traits had begun to return to him. He
90
pessimistically added that he has done with "visionary schemes for ever".''
It seems unnecessary to point out Swift's moralising purpose in
his prose fiction. Every phase of human society came under his surveillance
in Gulliver's Travels, and his remarks increased in bitterness against the
human race until he reached the conclusion that there is nothing but bru-
tality in man. This is more than moralizing; it is an unflinching, terrible
attack upon the evils of humanity and its traits and customs.
Like Defoe before him, Swfit’s preface based the account of Gulli-
ver on truth. Sympson's introduction stated that Lemuel has retired to his
country home and left his memoirs behind him. "There is an air of truth
apparent throughout the whole, and indeed the author was so distinguished
for his veracity that it became a sort of proverb among his neighbors at
Redriff, when anyone affirmed a thing, to say it was as true as if Mr.
Gulliver spoke it." Here is a definite relationship with Defoe's Mrs.
Bargraves. In the same fashion. Sir Thomas Lore's Hythloday had referred
his account of Utopia to Peter Giles for confirmation.
On his return from his voyage to Brobdingnag, Gulliver tells the
ship's captain that his adventures are not exciting enough material for a
travel book, and throughout the story there is an exaggerated use of nautical
90 Ibid., pp. 4-6.
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terminology that clearly shows Swift's intention to burlesque tratrel li-
terature in the course of his satire upon mankind. This exaggeration was
also carried out in the preface > in the notes of the publisher Sympson and
the retired Captain. The publisher made himself responsible for erroneous
terminology* since he has omitted many technical passages on seamanship.
The letter from Lemuel confirmed the fact that the deletions have destroyed
the probability of the tale; correspondents objected to incorrect chronology
and nautical language in the first edition. The publisher* however* was not
alone at fault; Lemuel's training at sea had been in the distant past, and
nautical vernacular is unstable. Some of his critics "are so bold as to
think my book of travels a mere fiction out of mine own brain*" the captain
complained, regretting that he had ever consented to publication.
Although Swift made few comments on contemporary fiction, other
than the satirical treatment of the travel theme, he sooke out on noetrv,
criticism, political and historical writings. His Ta le of a Tub is gene-
rally regarded as partial-fiction. in the bulky preface to this work, in
the digressive chapters of \hich he declared his fondness. Swift made sport
91
of the critics whom he called the collectors of writers' faults," of read-
ers who refuse to look beyond the superficial for the true meaning of what
92
the author has to say," on modern authors' customs of affixing a "bill
93
of fare" to their work, thus obviating the necessity of reading," and on
91 Swift, Tale of Tub (iTew x ork: Leavitt & Allen, 1854), Sec-
tion 3, p. 61.
92 Ibid . , Section 10, p. 109.
93 Ibid. , Section, 5, p. 80.
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the general lack of learning -which he decried in contemporary writers and
literature. These same sentiments are echoed in his Tatler paper (#230)
in which he discussed the ignorance of writers, the depraved English
taste, and corruptions of English language and literature such as contrac-
tions, broken sentences, elisions, abbreviations, "altogether of the Gothic
strain'* . English was becoming a barbarous tongue, and he asked simplicity
of expression, "the best and truest ornament" of style.
An important statement of Swift's method of writing, applicable
although not intended for prose fiction, is found in his essay, "A Letter
of Advice to a Young Poet". "I am for every man's working upon his own
material," he said, "and producing only what he can find himself, which
is commonly a better stock than the owner knows it to be. I think flowers
of wit ought to spring. . .from their own root and stem, without foreign
assistance. I would have man's wit rather like a fountain, that feeds it-
self invisibly, than a river, that is supplied by several streams from
abroad." The modern writer should light his candle from the ancients;
keep a journal, read plays, talk to actors, take part in sports, and draw
his images from the world about him. These sentiments, expressing the
doctrines of Aristotle, Horace, Longinus and other classic critics, further
advise the poet that *' . . .once kick the world, and the world and you will
live together at a reasonable good understanding," for one's first publi-
cation should be "libel, lampoon, or satire".^
Swift professed a strong belief in fiction. The "vehicle of de-
lusion" is the best means of conveyance to truth, he stated in counting its
94 Swift, "A Letter of Advice to a Young Poet" in The Harvard Class
ics (New York: P.F. Collier and Son, 1910), Vol. XXVII, pp. 104-122
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advantages over truth.
".
. .Imagination can build nobler scenes, and nroduce
more wonderful revolutions, than fortune or nature will
be at expense to furnish. Nor is mankind so much to
blame in his choice. . .How fading and insipid do all
objects accost us that are not conveyed in the vehicle
of delusionl how shrunk is everything as it appears in
the glass of nature] . . .if it vere not for the assist-
ance of artificial mediums, false lights, retracted an-
gles, varnish and tinsel, there would be a mighty level
in the felicity and enjoyments of mortal men." 9
5
'’The Homeric burlesque style of the Battle of the Books is in
the manner of that seized on by Henry Fielding.' Fielding my have
borrowed more than this from Swift. He echoed the "bill of fare", he
made important the digression, he upheld the same necessity of converse
with all aspects of life about one for the writer. Johnson, like Bunvan
and Swift, examined life; and Rasselas was written in a week's time, a
97 i
custom which Swift deplored in his contemporaries . Swift s account of
writing, likening it to two travellers, the hasty where man takes "the
straightest and commonest road", and the more pleasurable, where he shows
Q8his reader "every delightful scene in view"," was echoed in Sterne’s
99 iTristram Shandy and became an important aspect of the latter s fiction
technique.
95 Swift, Tale of a Tub , Section 9, p. 102.
96 Vhiteford, op. cit.» p. 76.
97 Swift, op. c it . , Section 10, p. 108.
98 Ibid . , Section 11, p. 112.
99 Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy (New York: The Modern Library,
Random House, (N.D.))» p. 30”
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Chanter VII
The first novel to make a careful analysis of the human heart
»
Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded, was published anonymously in 1740 and was
written by a fifty-year-old printer. Samuel Richardson (1689-1761) was
inspired to write his story while working on a group of model letters, one
of which ^138) was from "A Father to His Daughter in Service on Hearing of
Her Aster's Attempting Her Virtue". Pamela has also been traced to the
"History of Amanda" which appeared in the Spectator (f-375).
VTithin six
months, Pamela had gone into four editions, and within a year it had been
100
dramati zed.
Richardson, the father of the modern novel, "was the ooet, as he
was one of the prophets, of middle-class religious faith, and united in
himself much of the literary significance of Bunyan, Addison and Defoe.
Like Bunyan, he owed a vivid strength of imagination to spiritual intensity
like Addison, he turned to account for dramatic purposes a wealth of psy-
chological observation and insight into human character; like Defoe, he es-
tablished the greatness of the English novel on its unique faculty of
101
graphic realism."
Defoe's idea of effective writing had evolved from reformation
through satire to the theory "to please and serve". Swift had praised the
power of the "vehicle of delusion" as the conveyance of truth. Richardson
saw his age as one of skepticism and infidelity, and the immorality was
100 L. Cazamian, The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol.
X, p. 6.
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further contributed to by the press. The Gospel was questioned, Christian
virtues were forgotten, and "outdoor pleasure and luxury, to the general
exclusion of domestic as well as public virtue, industriously promoted
102
among all ranks and degrees of people". This was the same flooding
wickedness that Bunyan had seen, and like him, Richardson felt that it
was his duty to work "towards introducing a reformation". If Christianity
could be investigated "under the fashionable guise of an amusement", his
103purpose might be possible. He also found that religion, shown as
amiable and beautiful, is more acceptable to the reader, and more powerful
104in the cause of reformation, than if shown as melancholy. Richardson’s
purpose was to please, and thereby instruct, disguising the medicine with
a sugar coating.
Richardson, in Pamela, showed the reward which virtue attains in
the material world, and in Clarissa Harlowe (1747-48) the reward is promised
as a certainty in the spiritual world. Because of his emnhasis on the ma-
terial reward, he is a practical moralist, offering practical examples
worthy to be followed by virgins, brides, and wives, all supplied in Pa-
105
me la, while Clarissa Harlwe is a warning to parents against "undue
authority" in the marriage of their children, to young girls that the
precept of a reformed rake making a good husband is false, to young men
1
that a contriver brings evil against himself. Sir Charles Grandison
102 Samuel Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe in Ballantyne* s Novelist 1 s
Library , Vol. VII, Postscript, pp. 768-786'.
103 Loc . cit .
104 Richardson, Pamela, Part I, in Ballantyne’s Novelist's Library,
Vol. VI, preface, pp. 3-16.
105 Lob , cit .
106 Richardson, Clarissa ^arlowe , in Ballantyne’s Novelist 's Library ,
Vol. VI, preface, p. (509) -5 10.
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(1753-54) is a man of honor* "acting uniformly ’-veil through a variety of
trying scenes* because all his actions are regulated by one steady prin-
ciple; a man of religion and virtue; of liveliness and spirit; accomplished
107
and agreeable; happy in himself; and a blessing to others". - ' In the
epilogue to Pamela, Richardson gave his first novel an allegorical turn;
each character becomes the embodiment of a good or an evil. Lady Davers,
a lesson to the high-born and proud of the deformity of natural passion;
108
the Andrews the example that God never fails to re’.vard honor and integrity,
iie carefully pointed out that his work contains precepts by example, "not
entertainment a lone", and that readers expecting a light novel, a trans-
itory romance, will find him tedious.
In remarking on the corruptness of his day, Richardson expressed
the desire to write in "so probable, so natural, so lively a manner, as
shall enrage the passions of every sensible reader, and strongly interest
them in the edifying story". He hoped that his first book would become the
"much wanted standard or pattern for this kind of writing. For it abounds
with lively images and pictures; with incidents natural, surprising, and
perfectly adapted to the story; with circumstances interesting to persons
in common life, as well as to those in exalted oositions Referring to
his own treatment of wickedness in Clarissa Harlowe, he said that evil is
not as delicately or instructively handled "in the works of some of the
107 Richardson, Sir Charles Grand is on in Ba 1 lantyne * s Novelist '
s
Library , Vol. VIII, preface, pp. I II -IV.
108 Richardson, Pamela , Part I, pp. 228-229.
109 Richardson, Sir Charles Grand is on
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preface.
110 Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, Postscript.
Ill Richardson, Pamela, Part I, preface
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more celebrated writers " x and that the world has been "debauched by
pernicious novels. . .nothing. . .that one might venture to the perusal
. . .of the youth of either sex" .H3 jn addition to aiming at the reform
of the v/or Id > he also purported to reform fiction.
Folia// ing the examples of bunyan, Defoe and Swift* Richardson
used the device of basis in fact to achieve reality. That Pamela was a
story with a "foundation in truth and nature"* the editor assured the
reader in the preface; and in one of the several letters of Richardson and
Aaron Hill which introduced the first modern novel* it is stated that the
events took place within the last thirty years and persons and places have
been disguised. In the prefatory remarks to Pamela, volume two* the neces-
sity for concealing names is repeated. Clarissa Harlowe and Sir Charles
Grandison were presented as pure fiction, since the author made no allusions
to living models from whom he drew.
In a study of the epistolary form, employed throughout Richardson’
novels, F.G. Black has pointed out the sense of actuality achieved by the
letter novel* which remained in vogue until the rise of Gothicism, although
traces of it continued throughout the century. It had many advantages over
the "true history" method of Defoe: it erased the difficulty of the hero’s
continual presence and afforded the opportunity for commentary* reflection
and moralising; it offered familiar style and contrast in point of view.
Its failings v/ere the obvious objection that lengthy writing precluded ac-
tion; it caused monotonous repetition and choppy transitions; it taxed the
112 Richardson, Pamela* Part I, preface.
113 Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, preface.
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main plot, since each writer had his ora story and background to bring in.
It also necessitated geographical distance, the passive confidante, the
author's explanation of his possessing the letters, the rapidity of his
characters' correspondence, and such explanations as the mailing when im-
prisoned, a situation popular with Richardson.'*''*'^
Richardson felt a great confidence in the art of the epistolary
form. The letter gives "instantaneous descriptions and reflections", and
it is more effective since written at the height of distress, when the mind
is "tortured with uncertainty". That this writing is more powerful than
that of straight narration in the "dry, unnatural, unanimated style" of a
person describing difficulties overcome and emotions oassed, Richardson had
115
no uncertainty. He pointed out that his was a letter-writing age, that
"many ladies. . .now laudably correspond, v/hen at a distance. . ." and
that the true letter writer can enjoy treating of the most minute detail,
the most trivial subjects. For the letter, written while "the heart is
agitated by hopes and fears", and affording circumstantial and minute
detail, preserves and maintains the probability "which is necessary. . .in
] ] 8
a story designed to represent real life".
Tithin t’~ese letters, natural situations and language further
heighten realism. He borrowed nothing from "the romantic flights of un-
natural fancy" and to a correspondent iho asked that the language be im-
114 F.G. Black, "The Technique of Letter Fiction in English from
1740-1800"
, Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature , Vol. XV,
pp. 291-312.
115 Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, preface.
116 Ibid., Postscript.
117 Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, preface.
118
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, Postscript
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proved in Pamela, he answered that it was appropriate to her low station in
life, and any attempt to gloss and tinge it "with needless decoration" would
mar the beauty of simplicity, and "Frenchify our English solidity into
froth". 119
The long train of action stressed by dunyan was a necessity to
Richardson, and he discussed this in reference to his letter-technique. To
correspondents who had complained the length of Clarissa Harlowe , and the
slowness of its introductory passages, he answered that since the book was
not "a mere novel or romance", "the letters and conversations, where the
story makes the slowest progress, are presumed to be characteristic. They
120
give occasion. . .to suggest many interesting personalities. . ." In-
troducing Sir Charles Grand is on , Richardson hoped that the introductory
letters would not be thou^it unnecessary by the reader. The .juvenilia was
necessary to the novel, from /Jhich he excluded as many letters as possible,
121
leaving only those contributing to the "principle design".
Continuing Defoe's theory that the evil showed the good as more
beautiful through contrast, Richardson gave a detailed explanation of his
treatment of Lovelace whom he termed a wicked infidel loved by the virtuous
Clarissa only because she was unaware of his infidelity. In his postscript
to this novel, other artistic questions were discussed by Richardson, among
them the co-existence of good and evil within a person, character consistency,
and poetic justice. Although Clarissa is not to be looked for "among the
119 Richardson, Pamela, Part I, preface.
120 Richardson, Clarissa harlowe. Postscript.
121 Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, preface.
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constant frequenters of Ranelagh and Vauxhall", she is not perfect; per-
fection is not human. That a character cannot be completely and suddenly
reformed* he uses ^ovelace as an example. Richardson had "always thought
that sudden conversions. . .had neither art, nor nature* nor even proba-
bility in them; and that they were, moreover* of very bad example." He
disliked the idea that Lovelace, by the simple offer of matrimony, can at-
tain salvation; for unless "the husband be. . .touched by the Divine finger"
12
neither the beauty nor the goodness of his wife can have a lasting effect.
In the first volume of Pamela, Mr. B. had been suddenly converted
from sinner to saint and had attained his salvation through a proposal of
marriage to his virtuous servant girl. In Volume Two* the story of Pamela's
wedded life* Richardson's idea of the "Divine finger" is fully illustrated
through the unhappy account of Mr. B's flirtation with the countess whom
he met at a masquerade ball. Af er the affair had come to an end, Pamela
wrote her parents to explain that from this seeming evil had come permanent
moral good. Her husband’s reformation through her own beauty and goodness
had been but a temporary one; it had been a moral, but not a spiritual re-
formation. In the midst of his flirtation with the countess he had realized
that he was slipping back into his libertine ways; and suddenly had been
visited by Divine Providence, which not only rescued him from the brink of
moral disaster, but shaved him to the paths of religious duty which he had
123formerly ignored. Thus Richardson pointed out that moral goodness was
not enough, and was forever endangered unless a rich spiritual life existed
as a fortification for it.
122 Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, postscript.
123 Richardson, Pamela, Part II, Letter XCVIII, pp. 480-483.
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I
Richardson defined his poetic justice as " Christ ian" . Character
and retribution in Clarissa Har lowe have been kept consistent, desoite his
readers’ objections to Clarissa’s death. The death of the wicked is always
terrible- and should be portrayed as such; the death of the good and vir-
tuous is beautiful, a reward from heaven which should cause no regret.
Clarissa died triumphant, bringing her virtues to another world for reward;
Lovelace’s downfall -was brought about through the "very means he had cor-
.
124
rupted .
Richardson stated that he was justified by Aristotle in this use
of poetic justice, and it has been pointed out that he "quotes Aristotle
(incorrectly) as saying that a good person may be exhibited in a drama as
125
suffering beyond his deserts". ~ Richardson, however, did not give Aris-
totle as direct reference; but through Addison’s Spectator (#40) he read
the criticism that modern drama insist that the good and virtuous emerge
triumphant, that good and evil befall all, and if the good man is inevitably
destined to be rewarded, despite the tragedy he suffers in the body of the
drama, the audience is certain to lose interest. Addison then had pointed
out that many English tragedies were successful in which the favorites "sink
under their calamities", and quoted Aristotle's precept on the pleasing ef-
fect that terror and anguish raise in the spectator. In the same way, the
good and evil within one person had also been discussed in the Spectator
(#548) and Richardson used it as a reference. It is interesting to note
124 Richardson, Clarissa Har lowe , Postscript*
125 Oliver Elton, A Survey of English Literature , 1750-1730 (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1928), p. 174.
126 Richardson, Clarissa Har lowe. Postscript.
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that Richardson listed his characters in dramatic form in Clarissa Harlowe ,
just as he classified the "Men, 7,romen and Italians'* in Sir Charles Grand! -
son. The few theories applied to his writing are those which had been
discussed by Addison in reference to the drama. Congreve had attempted the
application of dramatic unities to his short novel* and Fielding, Richard-
son’s contemporary and rival, made constant use of classic dramatic as well
as epic technique in his definitions of the prose novel.
Richardson’s importance, other than his launching of the modern
novel and the various techniques of realism which he achieved such as the
analysis of the human heart, is his didactic purpose. His virtuous hero-
ines and evil villains were examples whereby the young and innocent learned
self-conduct in the world. He refuted "fancy", and considered it unnatural,
a belief echoed by Johnson as well as his young disciple, Frances Burney,
Mqdame D'Arblay. Richardson’s effect remained strong through the century.
He may be traced in Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, in Goldsmith, in Jane Austen,
all of whom gradually put aside many of his faults, and retained his chief
greatness, a knowledge of the heart. Richardson felt that the writer must
127
first weep over his story, and otherwise not expect his reader to weep,
an Horatian preoept that Steele had expounded in the Guardian (#6). This
became one of the most important formulae for the working novelist.
127 Richardson, Pamela, Part I, Preface.
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Chapter VIII
Plato asserted in his Repub lie that the "real artist. . .
would be interested in realities and not in imitation." Aristotle,
describing Homer's rules of comedy in his Poetics# said that comedy
dramatized the ludicrous; it is "an imitation of characters of a lower
type. . .the ludicrous being merely a subdivision of the ugly. It con-
sists in some defect or ugliness which is not painful or destructive."
If the purpose is good, the character drawing will be good; the writer
should aim at propriety, make his character true to life, and make him
consistent even in his inconsistencies. The chorus is an integral part
of the whole. Unlike drama, the epic is narrative, offering a variety of
episodes. Tragedy may admit the wonderful, but the epic offers it wider
scope. The poet should always prefer "probable impossibilities to impro-
bable possibilities".
Horace pointed out that "even Homer nods". He said, "If you
wish me to weep, you must first grieve yourself." He also ruled in his
Art of Poetry that "in good writing, the prime essential, the fountain
source, is wisdom". The artist should look at life and customs, and draw
reality; reality devoid of art is preferable to art devoid of reality.
The poet should make his precepts brief, and his purpose is to "delight
and teach"
.
Henry Fielding (1707-1754) frankly admitted his "plunder" of
128
the classics, a use which he considered the "right of the poor"# and
128 Henry Fielding# Tom Jones# in Ballantyne's Novelist's Library#
Vol. I, Book 12, Ch. I, p. 3ST"
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throughout his theories of the comic epic in prose# as he defined his novels#
the precepts of Aristotle# Horace# Cicero and other writers of the ancient
129
world# whom he had come to know well while a student at Eton# appear fre-
quent ly.
Fielding’s famous preface to Joseph Andrews (1742), a highlight
in English literary criticism# is based on the Aristotelian definition of
Homeric comedy. Fielding defined his comic epic: it differs from tragedy
in that it treats persons of inferior rank; its actions are more extensive
and comprehensive; character and incident are increased; it preserves the
ludicrous rather than the sublime. Burlesque is an exhibition of the mon-
strous and unnatural; comedy springs from affectation# vanity and hypocrisy.
Natural imperfection is not comedy; although ugliness aiming at the applause
130
of beauty is comedy, since it springs from vanity.
To trace the number of Fielding's allusions to his masters of an-
cient literary criticism is impossible here. It is necessary, however# to
point out a few parallels and paraphrases in order to understand the method
whereby Fielding conceived his novel theories and attained great power in
his novel composition# reaching true epic stature in Tom Jones (1749).
The introductory chapters to each of the books in which his novels are di-
vided contain his discussions of morality, art# and his own hopes of immor-
tality. ^ere he expressed in great detail his classical artistic theories#
129 ’Vilbur Cross# The History of Henry Fielding (New York: Yale
University Press# 1918), VolT I# p. 44~
130 Fielding# Joseph Andrews # in 3allantyne’s Novelist’s Library #
Vol. I# preface# pp. 3-5.
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and taken alone from theco xture* * these introductions stand as a full
treatment of the writer and his problems.
In addition to the theory of the comic* Fielding used many other
Aristotelian precepts. He repeated the necessity of character consistency*
for qualities that appear wonderful and surprising in one man may be impro-
131 132bable and impossible in another. ne regarded himself as his chorus
speaking out from his contexture to muse and propound* yet all digressions
133fit ultimately into his design. Although Aristotle admitted the use of
the marvellous to the epic* Fielding rejected it in his deliverance of Tom
134Jones from his predicaments* and stated that while ghosts might be used
135
sparingly in fiction* man was his highest province. Addison and Defoe
had felt that the supernatural was probable in realistic writing; Fielding
banished the marvellous from the novel of life and human nature. A hint of
Plato sounds in Fielding’s Horatian advice for the writer's familiarity
with the world; for he who copies from the world of books produces "only a
faint copy of a copy, and can have neither the justness nor snirit of an
,
. i ii 136original"
.
Fielding’s greatest use of the classic critics is in his drawing
from Horace. He agreed that greatness often becomes dull, and continual
137
perfection is impossible. He also felt that the writer should have a
131 Fielding, Tom Jones * Book VIII, Ch. I, p. 272.
132 Ibid., Book III, Ch. VII* p. 177
133 Ibid . * Book X, Ch. I, p. 318.
134 Ibid . , Book XVII, Ch. I, p. 452.
135 Ibid. , Book VIII, Ch. I, p. 272.
136
Ibid. , Book IX, Ch. I, p. 304.
* 137 Ibid .* Book II, Ch. I, p. 154.
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good heart* capable of feeling* and when he laughs and weeps at his own
138
invention* his reader is sure to follow suit. This precept had also
been stressed by Steels and Richardson. Following Horace, as well as
Swift* Fielding saw the importance of learning to the writer; nature
gives the artist his capacity* learning gives him his art. Genius is ne-
cessary to the writer* the power of "penetrating into all things within
our reach and knowledge, and of distinguishing their essential differences."
'Tithout learning, "nothing pure, nothing correct, nothing can genius pro-
140
duce". Horatian, too* is the necessity of the riter's converse with t^e
141
world about him. Most important is Fielding's applications of the bre-
vity of the precept, and "to delight and teach"; his characters were ex-
142
amples rather than orecepts within whom good and evil both dwelled* and
he repudiated Richardson's examples of exalted goodness and depraved wicked-
ness. He aimed at delight and instruction through the happy means of laugh-
i , 17
ing man out of his frailties and follies.
In addition to restatements and elaborations of the classic cri-
tics, Fielding used classic contrivances in his novels. He invoked fame*
144
substance and humanity. He found that "the sanction of great antiquity"
138 Ibid »* Book IX » Ch. I.
139 Loo . cit .
140 Ibid . * Book XIII* Ch. I, p. 378.
141 Ibid *» Boolc lX > Ch * I-
142 Fielding, Joseph Andrews * Book I, Ch. I, p.
143 Fielding, Tom Jones, Dedication, pp. 135-137.
139
144
Ibid., Book XIII, Ch. I.
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He made notable employment ofpermitted his book and chapter divis ions
.
the mock heroic in such scenes as the battle in the graveyard in Tom Jones ,
and admitted that burlesque could enter the "diction" of the novel for the
146
purpose of entertainment of the classical reader.
’/There Richardson* his contemporary and rival, was a practical
moralist, offering practical examples of practical virtues winning material
rewards. Fielding is termed a "romantic moralist", for he believed in the
natural impulse, the goodness of the heart, judged people by their motives,
1 A7
and stressed conformity to one’s better self. Although he condemned the
legal and penal codes and systems of England, he defended his own times.
Women had been taught to be vain and ambitious, to despise the pleasures of
love. "The true characteristic of the present beau monde is rather folly
than vice," he said, refuting the attack Richardson made, "and the only epi-
148
thet it deserves is that of frivolous." In Jonathan ’'ri Id (1743) he
presents’^ very corrupt state of morals", and admits that he is showing
Newgate. "Nor do I see any reason for introducing any allegory at all;
unless we agree that there are, without those walls, some other bodies of
men of worse morals than those within; and who have. . .a right to change
places with its present inhabitants ." But there is allegory in this tale,
for Jonathan Wild symbolizes the "great men" upon 'whom past history had
turned, and Newgate is the vorld.
145 Fielding, Joseph Andrews , Book II, Ch. I, p. 32.
146 Ibid., Preface.
147 Raleigh, ^op. cit .
,
p. 172.
148 Fielding, Tom Jones , Book XIV, Ch. I, p. 399.
149 Fielding, Jonathan ^ild in Ballantyne's Novelist’s Library,
Vol. I, advertisement, "p. (Y2U)~
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Because Fielding believed that "so far the greater number (of
peoole) are of the mixed kind, neither totally good nor bad; their great-
est virtues being obscured and allayed by their vices, and those again
150
softened and coloured over by their virtues", J'' there was little that he
condemned as bitterly as Bunyan and Swift and Richardson condemned. Rich-
arson’s attempt to show virtue as beautiful, and to make religion "happy",
presenting Christianity "under the fashionable guise of an amusement" was
a conscious attempt; just as his contrast of the highest virtue against the
most debased evil was a conscious attempt to achieve reformation. Fielding
felt differently about his age and about mankind; he thought "it is easier
151
to make good men wise, than to make bad men good", and said that ho one
was bad because he was "not perfectly good".
A further departure from Richardson is exemplified by Fielding's
theories on the reward of virtue. Virtue vras not the road to happiness,
nor vice to misery in the world, he felt, objecting to the writers who had
preached this doctrine, "a very wholesome and comfortable doctrine, and to
which we have but one objection, namely, that it is not true". If virtue
protects itself from traffic with the world, it can remain happy; but when
4
it steps out to busy itself with the good of others, which is its duty, it
153
brings upon its bearer "poverty, contempt, envy, ingratitude"
•
~
150 Ibid ., Book I, Ch. I, p. 721.
151 Fielding, Tom Jones , Dedication.
152 Ibid., Book X, Ch . I, p. 318.
153
Ibid., Book XV, Ch. I, p. 416.
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Fielding further states that virtue is its own reward, and that
"no acquisitions of guilt can compensate the loss of that solid inward com-
fort of mind, which is the sure companion of innocence and virtue; nor can
in the least balance the evil of that horror and anxiety, which, in their
room, guilt introduces into our bosoms". The effects of guilt are uncom-
fortable within us, and "the means to attain them (are) not only base and
154
infamous, but at best uncertain, and always full of danger"." Virtue is
reward enough in the having; and Fielding the magistrate knew that crime
does not pay.
Nevertheless, Fielding shows virtue as always beautiful, for he
wishes to inspire men to pursue her, to see "that loveliness, which Plato
asserts there is in her naked charms". The chief source of danger to virtue
155is indiscretion nor is it enough to feel the inner comfort of possessing
a good heart. Prudence and circumspection are neoessary guards; one's good
actions should appear good to the world. Contrast is important to moral
instruction, he feels, objecting to "the consummate degree of excellence"
which some writers call characters of reality. He asks a more moderate con-
trast than of paramount against base, 'hich is overwhelming and impossible
of belief to the reader. His own method of contrast is more nlausible and
possible: "the foibles and vices of men, in whom there is great mixture of
good, become more glaring objeots from the virtues which contrast them and
154 Fielding, Tom Jones, Dedication.
155 Loc. cit.
156 Ibid., Book III, Ch. VH, p. 177.
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show their deformity. . .when we find such vices attended with their evil
consequences to our favourite characters , we are not only taught to shun
them for our own sake* but to hate them for the mischiefs they have already
157brought on those we love.”
Directing his examples of precepts to the average man. Fielding
relied on his own wit and humor, that "mankind learn the good nature to
laugh only at the follies of others, and the humility to grieve at their
158
own'.' -Lt is through this laughter, which Fielding constantly stressed as
the primary reaction he seeks in his reader, that reformation and redemption
may be assured. It was the direction of this laughter to just such a moral
end that Addison had hoped for in his discussion of comedy and burlesque.
Fielding's ridicule, however, did not extend to vice; merely to
the vanity and hypocrisy that cause man's downfall. "In agreement with
Aristotle and Cicero, Yielding held that all attempts to ridicule villainy
were bound to fail, since the natural emotion awakened by great vice is
abhorrence." Fielding substantiated this observation in his preface to
Joseph Andrews: "Great vices are the proper objects of our detestation,
smaller faults, of our pity; but affectation appears to me the only source
of the Riciculous . " Yet, behind the scenes of the "great drama" of life,
watching the audience’s reaction, he was constantly aware that good persons
are often forced into playing the villain through the forces of ruling passion
157 Ibid *> Book x » Ch. I*
158 Ibid ., Book XIII, Ch. I.
159 Cross, op . cit . , Yol. I, p. 33.
160 Fielding, op. cit.. Book VII, Ch. I, p. 245.
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It is difficult to make a clear separation between Fielding’s
theories of morality and his theories of art. In a sense they are intrin-
sically one. Life is an art. He portrayed life. ' ratching it, he saw
vanity and hypocrisy# and found his artistic orovince in laughter, an ef-
fective means to achieve his purpose of reformation of man's frailties and
foibles. A number of his theories on writing have already been discussed
in the parallel between Fielding and Aristotle, Plato and Horace. His love
of realism is illustrated by his opinion of the eighteenth-century painter,
Hogarth
:
"He who should call the ingenious Hogarth a burlesque
painter, would. . .do him very little honor; for sure it is
much easier, much less the subject of admiration, to paint
a man with a nose, or any other feature, of a preposterous
size, or to expose him in some absurd or monstrous attitude,
than to express the affections of men on canvas. It hath
been thought a vast commendation of a painter to say his
figures seem to breathe; but surely it is a much greater
and nobler applause, that they appear to think."
Fielding admitted a touch of burlesque, and made use of burlesque methods
himself, "as in the discription of the battles. . .not necessary to be
pointed out to the classical reader for whose entertainment those parodies
or burlesque imitations are chiefly calculated. But though we have some-
times admitted this in our diction, we have carefully excluded it from our
162
sentiments and characters. . ."
Fielding considered himself "the founder of a new province in
1 6^
writing", and was therefore able to "make what laws I please". Taking
161 Fielding, Amelia in Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Library, Vol. I,
Book I, Ch. 1, p. 500.
162 Fielding, Joseph Andrews
,
preface.
163 Fielding, Tom Jones, Book II, Ch. 1.
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a hint from a victualler, and echoing Sv/ift, he shows his r,bill of fare"
as human nature, filled with such "prodigious variety. . .that no author
164
can exhaust". The "seasoning, the dressing, the garnishing and setting
forth", were his means of achieving reality in presentation, and to make
this clear, he started Tom Jones with a picture of mankind "in that more
plain and simple manner in which it is found in the country. . .and shall
thereafter hash and ragout it with all the high French and Italian seasoning
of affectation and vice which courts and cities afford." Of time se-
quence, he felt the necessity to ignore recording trivial events, and per-
mitted wide lapses if they contain nothing of importance to the story.
1 67
he considered his initial essays as oart of "all prosai-corai-epic writing".
He repeatedly stressed the writers' converse with all walks of life as the
only means to create reality; and echoing the Eomeric comedy theory again,
said that only in the lower walks could the more interesting variety of in-
cident be found. He felt that a writer should first establish possibi-
lity, and within it, probability; that action should be compatible with
*1 go
character. He warned his reader not to mistake his drawings as carica-
ture of living persons, and he did not apply "a single stroke of satire"
for there are certain professions and occupations that cause common charac-
teristics.
164 Ibid . , Book I, Ch. 1, p. 158.
165 Loo. oit .
166 Ibid . , Book II, Ch. 1.
167 Ibid . , Book V, Ch. 1, p. 202.
168 Ibid . , Book XIV, Ch. 1.
169 Ibid., Book VIII, Ch. 1.
170
Fielding, Amelia, Dedication, p. 499.
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Discussing the art of life. Fielding found that nothing in it
could be attributed to accident, no more than accident plays a part in
the sculptor creation. His own work, "may properly be called models of
human life”, and "by observing minutely the several incidents which tend
to the catastrophe or completion of the whole, and the minute causes whence
these incidents are produced, we shall best be instructed in this most use-
171
ful of all arts, which I call the art of life." He likened Joseph Andrews
to a journey through life by the reader; the divisions the resting places,
172
the contents prefixed to each chapter the signboards over the inngate.
Of contemporary writing, Fielding also had a great deal to say.
Truth distinguished his writing from "idle romances. . .filled with man-
17 ^ 174
sters" c for "true nature is. . .difficult to be met with in authors".
He considered his initial chapters his own mark and stamp to identify the
real from the imitation, and to discourage imitation by hacks. Otherwise,
175
"a swarm of foolish novels and monstrous romances will be produced".
"To invent good stories and to tell them well, are possibly very rare talents,
and yet I have observed few persons rho have scruoled to aim at both," he
continued, noting that the hack writer and the critic both discouraged the
essential of learning and thou^it paper, pen and ink the only necessities
to the production of a novel. Discussing the inconsequential effect on the
reader of exaggerated contrasts of virtue and vice, he remarked that "there
171 Ibid . , Book I, Ch. 1.
172 Fielding, Joseph Andrews, Book II, Ch. 1.
173 Fielding, Tom Jones , Book IV, Ch. 1, p. 181.
174 Ibid., Book I, Ch. 1.
175
Ibid., Book IX, Ch. 1.
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17G
are books enow written” disolaying these exaggerations as real persons*
i7sr
persons whom Fielding has not "ever happened to meet".
In Amelia (1752) a discussion of books between Dr. Booth and a
very ignorant man highly esteemed as a great writer takes place. Booth
178labels Swift "the greatest master of humour that ever ’wrote". Like
179
Swift* Fielding used the mock epic device and he seized upon the former's
"bill of fare" and justified it, for "in these inscriptions I have been as
180
faithful as possible".’ Swift had discouraged the bill of fare method;
Fielding felt that it was permissible only if carried out. He found quar-
rel with "the celebrated Montaigne, who promises ’'•ou one thing and gives
you another"* as well as .vith "title page authors, v rho promise a great deal,
181
and produce nothing at all". Fielding's indebtedness to Cervantes and
the great picaresque tradition was admitted on the title page of Joseph
Andrews, "written in imitation of the manner of Cervantes, author of Don
Quixote"
.
These are but a few of Fielding's expressions on his use of the
classics, his age, his moral purpose, his theories on writing, and his com-
ments upon his contemporaries to be found throughout his work. Just as the
preface of Joseph Andrews is considered a great critical work, so Fielding's
introductory chapters to Tom Jones may stand apart from the action of the
176 Ibid . , Book X, Ch. 1.
177 Loc . cit .
178 Fielding, Amelia , Book VIII, Ch. 5, p. 630.
179 Elton, op. cit .
,
p. 189.
180 Fielding, Joseph Andrews, Book II, Ch. 1.
181
Loc. cit.
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narrative as critical writing. Jonathan ~"ild (1743) which is thought to
have been written before Joseph Andrews 1 employs but little of this method,
and in Amelia (1752) "the comic spirit is dead, and save for the presenta-
tion cf antecedent material through interpolated narrative, the epic machin-
*1 Q *2
ery is largely abandoned".
Henry Fielding seemed assured of his place in English literature.
#
Stating that he had been imitated by abusers, he expressed the certainty
that "however short the period may be of my own performances, they will
most probably outlive their own infirm author, and the weakly productions
of his abuse contemporaries". Again, invoking fame, he asked comfort.
"Comfort me by a solemn assurance that when the little parlour in which I
sit shall be reduced to a worse furnished box, I shall be read with honour
*| O C
by those who never knew nor saw me, and whom I shall neither know nor see."
Fielding, the "novelist unashamed" was important in his depart-
ure from the methods of achieving possibility and probability that his fore-
bears, Bunyan, Defoe, Swift, and the contemporary Richardson had used. There
is no allusion to basis in fact in Fielding's theories, nor did he pretend
to depict incidents that he heard of in life. He relied on truth by firmly
grounding his work in the human nature he knew from all ranks of English
life, and reproducing it so faithfully that the people who live in his
books might be taken as portraits of the living by his reader. He disposed
182 Elton, 0£. cit . , p. 197.
183
'
,ragenknecht , op. cit., p. 66.
184 Fielding, Tom Jones , Book XVIII, Ch. 1, p. 468.
185 Ibid . , Book XII, Ch. 1, p. 354.
186 'Yagenknecht, op. cit., p. 58.
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of artificial means to achieve the reality of the moment that Richardson
had found in letters; he made none of the excuses that Defoe had offered.
He evolved a whole new theory of the novel* its structure* and its purpose*
and through basing it on great models of the past, brought it to new, great
heights
.
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Chapter IX
Tobias Smollett (1721-1771), a native of Scotland who became a
surgeon* travelled to the 'Test Indies as a ship's doctor* and returned to
England to write drama* poetry* compendiums of travel and history* to edit
the Critical Review * and to translate LeSage's Gil Bias (1749)* used, as
Fielding did, the picaresque tradition. Smollett wrote five novels* Roderick
Random (1748), Peregrine Pickle (1771), Ferdinand * Count Fathom (1753), Sir
Lancelot Greaves (1760-61), and Humphrey Clinker (1771), all "adventure" or
"expedition" tales.
Combining the novel methods of his predecessors and contemporaries,
Smollett also made use of the basis in truth of fact. Roderick Random, he
said, is a narration in which he has not "deviated from nature in facts*
which are all true in the main* although the circumstances are altered and
187
disguised* to avoid personal satire". A large part of this novel is au-
tobiographical. In Peregrine Pickle * Smollett based so much of his novel
on truth of fact that he was obliged to rewrite sections for the second edi-
tion. here he had not avoided personal satire* and in the preface to the
revised version, he assured his reader t vat manners and matters had been
changed, admitting that in his preliminary drawing he had given way to per-
sonal resentment and prejudice.
Ferdinand! * Count Fathom was presented as a true story. Speaking
of autobiography and stating that one can never draw a truthful self-por-
trait, Smollett identified himself as the editor, for Fathom was neither
187 Tobias Smollett* Roderick Random in The Torks of Tobias Smollett
(New York: George D. Sproul, 1902), 7oI. I, Part Y, pr'e^aceT pp. XXIX-XXXIV.
188 Sir Walter Scott, "Prefatory Memoir to Smollett" in Ballantyne's
Novelist s Library* Vol. II, p. 11.
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189
inclined nor able to write, and ’’the undertaking is now left to me”.
Using the epistolary form in a new way in Humphrey Clinker , Smollett af-
190fixed letters between Jonathan Dustwich and Bookseller Davis as his preface.
Dustwich offered the letters, ”the private correspondence of persons still
living” to the bookseller, adding that he consulted an attorney in regards
to their printing, and asking if the bookseller is interested in some ser-
mons he had prepared. Davis replied that he did not want the sermons and
that the market was already glutted with books on travel. Here he referred
to Sterne's Sentimental Journey. If Dustwich is sued, the fame of the book
is made; and a note of persuasive realism was added when Davis asked if some
country cheese could be sent down to his wife.
^n the dedication of Ferdinand , Count Fathom to Doctor R. , Smollett
outlined his purpose as the unfolding of the mysteries of fraud, the instruc-
tion of the ignorant, the entertainment of the vacant, and the ridicule of
folly. He also hoped to subject vice to indignation, rouse mirth and com-
19
1
passion, and ’’touch the secret springs that move the heart”. His chief
quarrel seemed to be with the indignities suffered by ’’dejected virtue” at
the hands of ’’insulting vice”. 192 He asked his reader's opoosition "against
the sordid and vicious disposition of the world", and like Fielding, found
his sphere in the lower realms of society, "where the humours and passions
are undisguised by affectation, ceremony, or education; and the whimsical
189 Smollett, Ferdinand , Count Fathom in Ballantyne's Novelist's
Library , Vol. Ill, Ch. 1, pp. 5-6~
190 Smollett, Humphrey Clinker , in Ballantyne's Novelist's Library ,
Vol. II, preface, pp. 531-532.
191 Smollett, Ferdinand , Count Fathom , Dedication, pp. 3-4.
192 Smollett, Roderick Random, preface.
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peculiarities of disposition appear as nature has implanted them." "The
selfishness, envy, malice, and base indifference of mankind", opoose the
helpless, who, despite their inner virtue, cannot rise against the opposi-
tion. Smollett's central figures are always placed in a debased level
of society, where their worth does not attain them recognition. Roderick
was the son of a maid who died in childbirth; Ferdinand, who had no idea of
his father's identity, was heir to health, not wealth; Humphrey Clinker
never quite rose from the servant class, even after old Mr. Bramble had
been identified as his father. To achieve reality in his picture of Rod-
erick Random, Smollett made him a native of Scotland; for in England, one
in similar circumstances could not have received the advantage of an educa-
tion such as Roderick had. "I could represent simplicity of manners in a
194
remote part of the kingdom with more propriety," Smollett added. Like
Fielding, he was cognizant of the vice and follies of "court and city".
Despite his addiction to the predominating humour, Smollett re-
cognized the good and evil within man, and he also saw the value of contrast
of good and evil. His dedication of Ferdinand , Count Fathom hesitates to
praise Doctor R. as ft "tin god". "I can despise your pride, while I know
your integrity," the author wrote, "and applaud your taste. . .1 am shocked
by your ostentation." Dr. R's infirmities were overbalanced by his good
and his faults were due to "the excesses of a sanguine disposition and
looseness of thought, impatient of caution or control. . .You may, thus
stimulated, watch over your own intemperance and infirmity with redoubled
193 Loc. cit.
194 Loc. cit.
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vigilance and consideration. . .and profit by the severity of my reproof ."
Contrast was further carried out in Ferdinand* Count Fathom where the chief
character's vices are exemplified as warnings against treachery* and he is
contrasted by the use of a virtuous figure. Through this play of evil against
good, Smollett hoped to set up "a beacon for the benefit of the inexperienced
and unwary, who from the perusal of these memoirs* may learn to avoid the
manifold snares with which they are continually surrounded in the paths of
life* while those who hesitate on the brink of iniquity my be terrified from
plunging into that irremediable gulf, by surveying the deplorable fate of
Ferdinand* Count Fathom."
The impression upon the reader of the pitfalls of life are made
most readily through satire and through terror. Writing of Cervantes and
LeSage* who reformed romance by pointing it to the exposure of folly, Smol-
lett found that they allo.-ed their characters to laugh at their ov/n fail-
ings, and their readers to find the failings humorous. Smollett therefore
changed this aspect in his application of their methods, purporting to
animate his reader against the sordid and vicious in life. Satire is ef-
fective and is especially "entertaining and universally improving" when in-
197troduced into an interesting story.
Terror, the impulse of fear, which "is the most violent and inte-
1989sting of all passions, remain longer than any other upon the memory",
195 Smollett, Ferdinand, Count Fathom , Dedication.
196 Loc . cit .
197 Smollett, Roderick Random, preface.
198 Smollett, Ferdinand, Count Fathom, Dedication
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Smollett found, and thus created an evil hero with hopes that the reader
might take warning when struck with horror. He considered this means more
effective than that used by the English stage where heroes of "transcendent
worth, conducted through the vicissitudes of fortune, (found) that goal of
199happiness, which ever ought to be the repose of extraordinary desert".
Although Scott found Smollett's reversal for effect unsuccessful,^^ it was
an interesting method, undoubtedly related to Defoe's and Fielding's treat-
ment of Jonathan 1!,.rild.
Smollett's chief purposes, whether to expose the evils of British
naval life, or to complain against the injustice of the social system, are
mainly left to his novels. His prefaces contain few of the reflections on
life and art that one finds in Fielding; nor does he emerge from his stories
to expound doctrines, although in Humphrey Clinker he included himself as
a character. Scott found this complete omniscience effective, for the chain
201
of action is never broken, and his "puppet show" remains "delightful"
.
~
Smollett's definition of the novel is interesting, for he makes
a clear opoosition of it to romance, which he opnosed vehemently.
"The novel is a large diffused picture, comprehending the
characters of life, disposed in different grouos and ex-
hibited in various attitudes, for the purposes of a uni-
form plan and general occurrence, to which every indivi-
dual figure is subservient. But this plan cannot be exe-
cuted with propriety, probability, or success, without a
principal personage to attract the attention, unite the
199 Loc. cit.
200 Scott, op. cit.
,
p. 14.
201 Ibid., p. 41.
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incidents, unwind the clue of the labyrinth, and at
last close the scene, by virtue of his own importance.”
Smollett defined in terms of the picaresque novel, and carried out this
definition in all of his works.
Romance, Smollett felt, was based on "ignorance, vanity, and su-
perstition”. Romance lost sight of probability, was filled with hyperbole,
and used wonder rather than judgment. The extremely popular chivalric ro-
mance in England, "instead of supporting the character of their heroes by
dignity of sentiment and practise, distinguished them by their bodily
203
strength, activity, and extravagance of behavior”. "The world actually
began to be infected with the spirit of knight errantry,” he continued, un-
til the reformation of Cervantes, who pointed romance in the direction of
exposure of folly and foibles, but still allowed the human weakness mirth
rather than indignation.
"Random uses the autobiographical method of Defoe, Clinker is an
epistolary novel. The other three books are written from the point of view
of the omniscient author. Smollett's greatest contributions to the
English novel were a wider range of character, chiefly his creation of the
English sea-dog whom he came to know through his own Naval experience, and
the element of the picturesque, a use of atmosphere and description which
culminated in the Gothic novel. Smollett drew his characters from the
standpoint of humours; he was a great influence on Dickens, who imitated
his accentuation of personal oddities and manners." Scott, writing of
202 Smollett, Ferdinand , Count Fathom , Dedication.
203 Smollett, Roderick Random
,
preface.
204 Yagenknecht » od. cit .
,
p. 70.
205 Harold Child, The Cambridge History of English Literature,
Vol. X, p. 47.
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Smollett, praised his use of terror, stated that his description often
reached the sublime, and defined him as "a searcher of dark bosoms, (who)
loved to paint characters under the strong agitation of fierce and stormy
passions". ~ Scott also praised his "broad and ludicrous humour", likening
207him in coarseness and richness and brilliancy of color to Rubens. Equal
rank with Fielding was also given Smollett by* the nineteenth-century novel-
208ist, who placed these two writers high above their contemporaries.
206 Scott, op. cit., p. 40.
207 Ibid., p. 42.
208 Ibid .
,
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Chapter X
Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) was not a novelist. As the great,
dominating figure of the eighteenth century, he pronounced the final word
in eighteenth-century criticism, he v;as an editor, a dramatist, a poet, a
lexicographer, a biographer; every phase of literature at some time passed
within his ken. In 1759, Johnson wrote his Rasselas , within a week's time,
Boswell notes, to pay the debts of his mother's funeral. The place of
Rasselas in eighteenth-century literature is debatable: like Lyly's Bu-
phues, it consisted of scholarly and philosophical discussions; like Gulli-
ver's Travels, it was the examination of life by a great mind which con-
cluded pessimistically that happiness is not to be found. It was Utopian
literature, for the happy valley of Rasselas, Prince of a/bysinnia , was a
non-existent place. "There is little or no story, no crisis, no conclusions
there is little more than a succession of discussions and disquisitions on
the limitations of life."^^
Rasselas is, however, an example of the Oriental tale which en-
tered English literature at this time. "The Oriental craze, which owed much
at the outset to the inspiration of The Arabian Nights - affected both
England and France. Martha Pike Conant, the only scholar who has studied
the Oriental Tale in England in any detail, classified under four headings
the works which appeared: the Imaginative Group; the Moralistic Group; the
Philosophic Group; and the Satiric Group. In all except the first the peri-
odical essayists played an important part. Addison's 'The Vision of Mirza'
(Spectator 159) is the acknowledged masterpiece in this field. . .Dr. John-
son's Rasselas . . .she calls philosophical."^®
/
209 David N. Smith, The Cambridge history of English Literature,
Vol. X, p. 201.
210 Vagenknecht, op. cit.» p. 130.
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Johnson's biographer Boswell's remarks on Rasselas usually serve as
the preface to this brief novel. The "instruction of this divine story"* Bos-
well said* was aimed to show the unsatisfactory nature of temporal things* to
211direct man's hopes to the eternal. This places Johnson in the didactic
category vith Bunyan* Defoe* and Richardson. Rasselas has few links with re-
alism* the faraway glamorous setting is akin to the Gothic novel; it is also
a link with the Romantics. This "mythical setting" is sometimes taken as a
refutation of Boswell's Christian application of the story; for Oriental set-
ting and Christian precepts were not compatible* and the philosophy is a pa-
, .
212
gan stoicism.
Johnson's theories of poetry are an important chapter in this novel.
Imlac's dissertation points out that the poet must rise to transcendental truths*
interpret nature* legislate man. He must study every phase of life and learn-
ing* and in his presentation of the universal recall the particular. He must
213
study the species* not concentrate on the individual.
Dr. Johnson’s theories of the novel are carefully expounded in his
214
Rambler » Number 4* &arch 31* 1750. This essay has more bearing on the
eighteenth-century novel than any ph.^se of his Rasselas. His doctrines ap-
pear to be a mingling of Richardson and Fielding's theories; in a general
wav* the moral purpose is that of Richardson, while the artistic method is
that of Fielding* and in turn* of the classic critics.
211 James Boswell, in "Prefatory Note abridged from Boswell's
Johnson" in Samuel Johnson, Rasselas (Chicago: A.C. McClurg* 1901), pp. (3)-5.
212 Elton, op . cit .
*
p. 134.
213 Samuel Johnson* Rasselas, in Ballantyne's Novelist's Library,
Vol. V, Ch. X, p. 314.
214 Johnson, Rambler f/4 in Iv'endenhall* od. cit.* pp. 719-722.
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The novelist should not merely be concerned with the justness of
his Reproduction of manners. "These books are written chiefly to the young*
the ignorant* and the idle* to whom they serve as lectures of conduct* and
introductions into life," Johnson said. "They are entertainment of minds
unfurnished with ideas, and therefore easily susceotible of impressions; not
fixed by principles, and therefore easily following the current of fancy;
not informed by experience, and consequently open to every false suggestion
and partial account. . .it is therefore to be steadily inculcated, that
virtue is the highest proof of understanding, and the only solid basis of
greatness; and that vice is the natural consequence of narrow thoughts;
that it begins in mistakes and ends in ignominy."
The teacher, thus setting examples for the young and naive, should
make no display of the mingling of good and evil within a character. John-
son criticized Swift for admitting vice to have its correspondent virtue;
it is a fatal error to make such measurements. The narrative should exhibit
"the most perfect idea of virtue. . .not angelical, nor above probability,
for what we cannot credit we shall never imitate, but the highest and pur-
est that humanity can reach. . .by conquering somecalamities , and enduring
others, teach us what we may hope, and what we can perform. Vice, for vice
is necessary to be shewn, should always disgust." No gaiety should attend
evil; the reader should be aroused to hatred and contempt of it.
Discussing characters shown in the contemporary novel, he stated
that there have been examples of men "splendidly wicked", who have been
"corrupters of the world", ^ther wiiters "so mingle the good and bad
qualities in their principal personages that they are both equally conspi-
cuous". The reader, thus delighting in the narrative of action, loses his
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abhorrence of faults and regards the character with kindness.
These theories are more Richardsonian than of Fielding* although
Fielding* too, thought that vice should evoke hatred in the reader. Field-
ing’s province was more that the middle man* however, he who was chiefly
good* but led by some small quirk of vanity into the byoaths of evil; thus
his application of comic treatment was more effective to oroduce ideas of
reformation in his reader. Richardson had interpreted his novels as the
standards of life and manners; lessons to the young girl and matron* les-
sons to parents, lessons to young men of the ideal they could reach. Rich-
ardson* like Johnson, had admitted the improbability of the superhuman
character, pointing out that his Clarissa was perfection, but not the oer-
fection of the angelic world. The faults he admitted to make his character
human were slight in degree. Fielding had opoosed this use of violent con-
trast, seeking a more human and possible level to display good and evil a-
gainst each other, for he knew that all beauty must have a foil. He did not
make his novels patterns of behavior; his didacticism was neither practical
nor material, as Rich; rdson' s and Johnson's ideals were.
In the qualifications of the writer, and in methods of treatment,
however, Johnson agreed with Fielding. Fiction is comedy, Johnson said, and
’’may be termed the comedy of romance, and is to be conducted nearly by the
rules of comic poetry”. This comedy brings about natural events by easy means;
it sustains curiosity without the use of wonder, and differs from romance
in that it does not use the machines of romance. Fielding, too, had stressed
his use of natural means, although Aristotle had allowed the epic wide use
of the wonderful.
Johnson’s discussion of romance is similar to Smollett's conceptions.
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published two years before in Roderick Random. Romance) Johnson said> was
without know ledge of nature or mankind* and he could not understand why it
was so long accepted. '’All the fiction of the last age will vanish* if you
deprive them of a hermit and a wood, a battle and a shipwreck*” he wrote.
Echoing Horace* Swift, and Fielding* Johnson repeated the necessity
of learning to the writer. Experience of life, book learning, conversation
with the world are essential to him who is '’engaged in nortraits of which
every one knows the original and can detect any deviation from exactness of
resemblance. . .” Here, too. Fielding is echoed; though Fielding ’-as so
certain of the exact resemblance to human nature that he -arned his readers
that he was not aiming at personalities, rather portraying characteristics
common to mankind. Smollett, too, drew closely, and was justly accused of
satire.
The precept should be brief, Johnson pointed out. Better means
than axioms and epigrams should emphasize the moral of the work, a rule
from Horace that Richardson and Fielding had stressed.
The author should employ his full powers of selection in showing
the world of reality, however, discoloured and deformed as it is by -passions
and evil. Johnson's final conclusion is that a book describing a promis-
cuous world is not justified publication; it is not truth, it displays peo-
ple who do not deserve presentation, and unless a work teaches the means to
avoid the snares of evil, to counteract fraud, and to increase prudence, it
does not live up to its true purpose, nor does its author live up to his art.
Johnson's theories, which mark the turn of the half century, fol-
lowed Pamela by ten years, and not only placed full approval on Richardson's
purposes and ideas of fiction, but played an important part in the novel
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development for the rest of the century. It is a restatement of the classic
rules for drama and the enic, so fully utilized by Fielding. Johnson’s
didacticism was to fully describe the work of Fanny Burney, whose first no-
vel appeared in 1778. Burney felt herself opening a new field in fiction*
not treated by Richardson, Fielding, or Johnson; but she drew from all
three and from Smollett when she introduced, for the first time, a woman at
the center of the novel’s ’world.
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Chapter XI
The full effect of Laurence Sterne (1713-1768) upon the English
novel is inestimable. The Yorkshire c lergyman whose Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy (1759-68) was given originally to the world in nine brief
volumes, and whose Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy (1768) won
for him an immediate apolause by his contemporaries, has been criticized
for his obscenity, and lauded for his adding to the novel wide new fields
of experiment. The presentation of miscellan?/ » , the Shandean humour, the
exploration of sensibility, his narrative faculty, his eccentric brilliance,
all stand among his contributions. His heavy plagiarism, his lack of uni-
ty and plot, his mechanical contrivances have all been listed among his
flaws. "’Tien Tristram Shandy began to appear. . .there vras real danger that
the English novel would remain little more than a mirror of contemporary
life: a reproduction, often photographically accurate, of the social con-
2 15ditions of the time.""" From every aspect of this superficial realism,
Sterne removed the threat.
Sterne embodies the eighteenth century and its literature, as
well as the literature of France and Spain, from which he borrowed freely,
2 15
acknow lodging, for one, his indebtedness to Cervantes. “ To the spirit of
the eighteenth century he owes the sensibility which is the chief character-
istic of his art. To the philosopher Locke, whose theories had been amply
discussed in the Spectator papers, he owes a great deal of his method,
215 C.L. Vaughan, The Cambridge History of English Literature,
Vol. X, p. 53.
216 Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy (New York: The Modern Library,
Fandom House (N.D.)), p. 573.
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founded on Locke's theory of the association of ideas. That Sterne con-
sidered himself a personality* an innovator* a literary iconoclast, is
evident throughout his two novels. He does not interrupt the contexture
at set intervals* as Fielding had, to summarize his theories; Sterne is
his novels, and without his addresses to his reader* there would be little
else. The whole presentation is distinctly of its author.
To separate Sterne's outlook on life, his moral purpose, and his
theories of art is difficult, as it is with Fielding: like Fielding, he
finds that life is an art in itself; an art which he wishes to direct his
reader to finding, that life may be fuller and richer. Like Fielding, his
province is laughter; through laughter, one learns love of fellow man and
of the world. Sterne constantly emphasized living as an exciting adventure.
This is not only his philosophy, but his style of writing, his recommenda-
tion to others, and the only method which he attributes to his work.
"I live in a constant endeavor to fence against the infirmities
of ill health, and other evils of life, by mirth; being firmly persuaded
that every time a man smiles, - but much more so when he laughs, it adds
something to this Fragment of Life," he wrote to Fitt, in his dedication of
217Tristram Shandy . In his letters, he repeats, "'tis a good-natured world
218
we live in»"~ and discussing his Sentimental Journey, professes that its
2 19
chief end is the teaching of love of the -world and one's fello— man.
The importance of taking everything that the moment has to offer is also
217 Ibid .
,
(N.P.)
218 Sterne, Letters and Sermons in The Works of Sterne (New York:
Derby and Jackson, 1860), Letter 'CXV, Nov. '58',' 1767
,
pT 245".
219 Ibid., Letter CXII, Nov. 12, 1767, p. 243.
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found in his exclamation* "’Yhat a large volume of adventures may be grasped
within this little span of life* by him who interests his heart in every-
thing* and who* having eyes to see what time and chance are perpetually
holding out to him as he journeyeth on his way* misses nothing he can fair-
220
ly lay his hands on." it is characteristic that Sterne* as the senti-
mental traveller* sees Religion dancing with the grouo of peasants in the
221
field* and that he find a "learned prelate" in the old man who tells him
that "a cheerful and contented mind was the best sort of thanks" to pay
God. Rapturous exclamations to Mature* to Liberty are part of
Sterne’s enthusiastic expression of life* and to Sensibility he exclaims*
"Dear Sensibilityl Source unexhausted of all that's precious in our joys,
and costly in our sorrows! thou chainest thy martyr don upon his bed of
straws - and 'tis thou who lift'st him up to heaven - Eternal fountain of
our feelings! - ’tis here * trace thee - and this is they ’divinity which
stirs within me’ - . . .great Jensorium of the world!" ~ Sterne counted
little of the outward appearance of life on the streets at noon. "Nature
t
is shy* and hates to act before spectators; but in such an unobserved corner
you may sometimes see a single short scene of hers, 'worth all the senti-
2 ?6
ments of a dozen French plays compounded together*""""- and throughout every-
220 Sterne* Sentimental Journey (New York: Illustrated Editions
Company, 1930), p. 49.
221 Ibid .* p. 179.
222 Loc. cit.
223 Ibid.* p. 180.
224 Ibid .* p. 111.
225 Ibid., p. 175.
226
Ibid., p. 161.
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thing he sees* does, feels, and hears, Sterne exclaims, " I am positive I
227
have a soul."
To those who accused his workd of vulgarity, he answered sharnly
that he had "hopes of doing the world good, by ridiculing what I thought
228deserving of it," “ and again, "my end was honest* and. . .1 wrote not to
229be fed, but to be famous." his desire for immortality is also expressed
in Tristram Shandy , where he echoes Montaigne's hopes that his work, which
he is sure will be read by the world as Pilgrim's Progress had been, would
230
not turn out "a book for a parlour window"."' Sterne disagrees with Locke's
23
1
theory that wit and judgment seldom go together, but reminds his reader
that his books are not directed against royalty, against persons, against
232
"predestination, free will, or taxes".
His method of writing is under constant discussion through his
books. Of Tristram Shandy , he said, "If 'tis v/rote against anything, -
233
'tis wrote. . .against the snleen," ^ and again he remarks, "The thing I
234
had in view was to shew the temper of the world. . ." He tells his read-
er that through gradual acquaintance with him there will grow familiarity
227 Ibid .
,
p. 172.
228 Sterne, Letters and Sermons, Letter VI, Jan. 30, 1760, p. 125.
229 Loc. cit.
230 Sterne, Tristram Shandy
, p. 4.
231 Ibid .
,
preface, pp. 171-180.
232 Ibid .
,
p. 269.
233 Loc. cit.
234
Ibid .
,
p. 18.
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235
and friendship* for he plans to write leisurely* publishing two volumes
236
of Shandeanism every year "as long as I live". And lightly describing
his method of writing* he states, "Of all the several ways of beginning a
book which are now in practise throughout the known world, I am confident
my own way of doing it is best - I’m sure it is the most religious - for I
begin with writing the first sentence - and trusting to Almighty God for
the second." Writing, Sterne feels* "when prooerly managed. . .is but
a different name for conversation", and "when I sat down, my intent was
to write a good book. . .taking care only* as I went along* to put into it
all the wit and judgment. . .which the great Author and Bestower of them
239had thought fit originally to give me." Referring to his digressions and
regressions, he explains* "when a man is telling a story in the strange way
I do mine, he is obliged continually to be going backwards and forwards to
keep all tight together in the reader's fancy", although he confesses that
often he becomes lost himself.
No critic could more accurately describe Sterne's style than he
himself does throughout his work. Reminiscent of Swift's description of
the writer as a traveller upon the road is Sterne's description: "could a
235 Ibid .
*
p. 7.
236 Ibid .
*
p. 31.
237 Ibid .
*
p. 490.
238 Ibid .
*
p. 95.
239 Ibid.* p. 171.
240
Ibid., p. 419
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histiographer drive on his history as a muleteer drives on his mule# -
straight forward; - . . .without ever once turning his head aside either
to the right hand or to the left# - he might venture to foretell you to
an hour when he should get to his journey’s end: - but the thing is# mo-
rally speaking# impossible.’ 1 For there are 'views and prospect s" # devia-
tions# anecdotes# inscriptions, accounts and people that continually appear
241
along this, the writer’s road; all must be woven into place# all are a
part of the excitement and adventure that makes up life.
Like Fielding# he discusses the treatment of time sequence and
of digressions. He hopes that his method of making a moment an eternity -
as it so often is in life - will not condemn "my book. . .a professed ro-
242
mance". Thile his digressions do not fit into the pattern as Fielding
professed his to have done# Sterne takes "care to order affairs so that my
243
main business does not stand still in my absence".
Sterne opnosed not only criticism but critics# whose strict appli-
cations of theory often suppress and condemn the work of genius. Literary
244theory is "bobs and trinkets"" to Sterne# who finds that "of all the cants
which are canted in this canting world - though the cant of hypocrites may
be the worst - the cant of criticism is the most tormenting. I would go
fifty miles. . .to kiss the hand of that man whose generous heart will give
241 Ibid . # p. 30.
242 Ibid.# p. 91.
243 Ibid . # p . 68
.
244 Ibid., p. 160.
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245
up the reins of his imagination into his author's hands. ' Thus he con-
demns precepts on organization* laughing at the theory that chapter divi-
246
sions assist the mind and impose upon the imagination and lightly dis-
247
missing the rules of Longinus and Aristotle." Horace is of no assistance
248 24
to him; Sterns has used both doctrines* ''ab ovo" and Horace's medias res
yet finds that his story progresses no faster. Discussing the creation of
his famous character* Uncle Toby* he dispenses with the Italian method of
stock types* as '.veil as the realistic photographic method* and will use no
250
mechanical contrivances to depict the old soldier.' For Sterne sees the
mind as "wrapt up here in a dark covering of uncrystallized flesh and blood"*
the opportunity of viewing the human soul "not to be had by the biographer
in this planet".
252
Through the adventure of life* "I go translating all the way",
Sterne said. And looking baok over the portion he has shown the reader, he
exclaimed* "Let us look back on the country we have passed through - what a
wilderness has it been! and what a mercy that we have not both of us been
lost, or devoured by wild beasts in itl Did you ever think the world itself*
245 Ibid., p. 161.
246 Ibid .
,
p. 252.
247 Loc. cit.
248 Ibid
. p. 4.
249 Ibid. p. 256.
250 Ibid., p . 66.
251 Ibid.* p. 65.
252 Sterne* Sentimental Journey, p. 91.
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253
Sir, had contained such a number of Jack Asses?”
Sterne's further remarks on his writings* to be found in his let-
ters, give interesting information on the reception which his books were
accorded, and his own hopes of their success. To Dr. Eustace in America,
he expressed the wish that he could have had passed "an act of Parliament. . .
that none but wise men should look into" his books. "It is too much to write
254books, and find heads to understand them." "Tiile again, reflecting on
his uncomfortable position as a Yorkshire clergyman, he wrote, "Swift has
said a hundred things I durst not say, unless I was Dean of St. Patrick’s
. . .1 have burnt more wit than I have published. . .1 am persuaded that
the happiness of the Cervantic humor arises from this very thing: of de-
scribing silly and trifling events with the circumstantial pomp of great
,255
ones. . . " Stating that London was divided in opposite camps of praise
and condemnation over his work, he wrote a friend, "till I have the honor
to be as much maltreated as Rabelais and Swift were, I must continue hum-
256
ble", and to another friend, of himself, Sterne wrote, "The world has
imagined, because I wrote Tristram Shandy , that I was mvself more Shandean
than I really ever was. ’Tis a good naturad world we live in; and we are
often painted in divers colors, according to the ideas each one frames in
his head. . . ,,257
253 Sterne, Tristram Shandy, p. 370.
254 Sterne, Letters and Sermons , Letter CXXIII, Feb. 9, 1768, p. 252.
255 Ibid . , Letter CXXIX, (N.D.), p. 261.
256 Ibid., Letter XV, April, 1761, p. 139.
257
Ibid., Letter CXV, Nov. 28, 1767, p. 245.
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Thile Sterne was an imitator to the degree that he is considered
a plagiarist* he himself was inimitable. The literary traditions and ex-
pressions embodied in his work were given the Shandean touch that was his
special characteristic mark. Goldsmith also expressed sentiment; Mackenzie
used sentiment as ’well as situations reminiscent of Sterne. But the height
of eighteenth-century sensibility was expressed in novel fiction by Sterne
alone* and with his followers - for he was widely copied in technique as
well as philosophy - this expression became absurd.
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2 58
As sensitive to life as his contemporary Sterne* whom he hated,"
Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) coupled humour and pathos, familiar eighteenth-
259
century themes and situations, as well as his memories of his own family
in his only novel. The Vicar of Wakefield (1766). Like Smollett, with
whom he worked on The British Laga 7.ine , Goldsmith had studied medicine in
Scotland, and like Sterne had prepared for the ministry. Like Fielding,
he had also made the law a choice of profession. He found his way bv chancfe
into the literary field, producing familiar essays, criticism, drama, poetry,
history, anthologies, a grammar text and the first novel of domestic life
to enter the stream of the eighteenth-century prose fiction.
The Vicar of 'Vakefield , "a tale supnosed to be written by him-
2 60
self", was a simple story which its author felt would meet little suc-
cess "in this age of opulence and refinement". Lovers of city high life
would "disdain the simplicity of his country fireside", and since there was
no mixture of ribaldry in his humour, it would not be considered enter-
taining. Because the Vicar's chief comfort was the blessings awaiting him
261
in the next world, disdainers of religion would laugh at his simple creed.
Goldsmith found the tastes of the day in which he lived vulgar and un-
learned, and as he predicted, his novel met comparatively little of the
262
popularity it has since achieved.
258 ' ,'.ragenknecht , op. cit., p. 90.
259 Henry A. Dobson, The Cambridge History of English Literature,
Vol. X, p. 236.
260 Oliver Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield (New York: H.M.
Caldwell Co., (N.D.))» Title Page (N.P.
)
261 Ibid., "Advertisement", (N.P.)
262
Dobson, loc. cit.
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The preface to The Vicar of Yakefield , a brief "advertisement"
,
contains little hint of Goldsmith’s moral theme* although he labels Dr.
Primrose as the three greatest things a man can be: preacher, husband
and father. Throughout the story there is constant moralising, however,
and the book illustrates the story of Job: man's constancy under adversi-
ty and the final triumph of his unfailing trust in Providence. The chap-
ter titles are ser oonettes . "Sven the humblest fortune may grant happi-
263
ness, which depends not on circumstances, but constitution;" "Superior
264finery ever seems to confer superior breeding;" "The miseries of the
265
poor, when they attempt to appear above their circumstances;" "Seeming
2 66
calamities may be real blessings;” "Offenses are easily pardoned, when
267
there is love at the bottom;" "Happiness and misery rather the result
of prudence than of virtue in this life; temporal evils or felicities
being regarded by heaven as things merely in themselves trifling, and
2 68
unworthy its care in the distribution;" "The equal dealings of Provi-
dence demonstrated with regard to the happy and the miserable here below.
That, from the nature of pleasure and pain, the wretched must be repaid
263 Goldsmith, op. cit., Ch. 4, p. 26.
264 Ibid., Ch. 9, p. 64.
265 Ibid., Ch. 10, p. 70
266 Ibid .
,
Ch. 14, p. 99
267 Ibid. Ch. 22, p. 39
268 Ibid. Ch. 28, p. 85
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269
the balance of their sufferings in the life hereafter;"
270inflexible, and fortune will at last change in our favor." These themes
are common to the eighteenth century; virtue tried had inspired Pamela,
the necessary guides to virtue of prudence and circumspection had been
*
discussed by Fielding, and Goldsmith, like Richardson and the later Rad-
cliffe, to name only two of the novelists of the period, used the seduc-
tion theme as the most illustrative proof of moral retribution and picture
of virtue's trials.
Of his own work* Goldsmith admitted to it a "hundred faults",
271
but felt that each could be justified and shown as beauties. he felt
that the purpose of art was the selective imitation of nature, showing
272
"those attitudes and dispositions. . .beautiful and engaging".
Goldsmith’s most interesting theories on the taste and artistic
expression of his day are discussed in his essay, "A Comparison Between
Sentimental and Laughing Comedy". The sentimental comedy b«sed its suc-
cess on the flattery of man. Characters were always good, generous, and
possessed of feeling hearts; totally devoid of humor. Their faults and
foibles were not only overlooked but forgiven because of their good-
heartedness, and in invading the field rightfully belonging to tragedy,
269 Ibid . , Ch. 29, p. 102.
270 Ibid . , Ch. 30, p. 110.
271 Ibid., Advertisement.
272 Goldsmith, "On the Cultivation of Taste" in Works of Oliver
Goldsmith (London; George Bell and Sons, 1885), Vol. I
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the comic playwright was not only commending folly* but taking humor away
from a stage and making it difficult of recovery. This sentimental comedy*
tragic in its display of distress* comic in its treatment of low charac-
ters* is related to the contemporary novel.
"Those abilities that can hammer out a novel* are fully
sufficient for the production of a sentimental comedy. It
is only sufficient to raise the characters a little; to deck
out the hero with a riband, or to give the heroine a title;
then to nut an insipid dialogue, without character or humour*
into their mouths, give them mighty good hearts, very fine
clothes, furnish a new set of scenes, make a pathetic scene
or two* with a sprinkling of tender, melancholy conversation
through the whole, and there is no doubt but all the ladies
will cry and all the gentlemen will apolaud."273
Further notes on the decadence of the stage are made in The
Vicar of Wakefield. English audiences have become too dull to apnre-
ciate Congreve, and are satisfied only ith "the number of starts and
274
attitudes", disregarding dialect, humour, or character. “ Poetry, too,
has become empty; "a combination of luxuriant images, without plot or
connexion; a string of epithets that improve the sound ’without carrying
on the sense".
In a review of two novels, both "written by a lady. . .in a
series of letters". Goldsmith objected to the invasion of the literary
field by the fruitful "female muse" whom he suspected as the "coffee-
house critics and dirty-shirted" hacks in disguise. These works, so
273 Goldsmith, "On the Theatre: or, A Comparison Between Sentiment
al and Laughing Comedy", in T7orks of Oliver Goldsmith , Vol. I, p. 398.
274 Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Ch. 18, p. 146.
275 Ibid., Ch. 8, n. 55
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plentiful* were filled with bad grammar* ridiculous intrigue* and made too
much display of "the old butt-end of romance" which atoned for every un-
276
happiness of life by money* beauty* and love.
276 Goldsmith, from The Critical Review, August, 1759* in ’^orks
of Oliver Goldsmith * Vol. IV* p. 3 86.
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Chapter XIII
Carrying the sentimental to the excess that Goldsmith had found
on the English stage* Henry ...ackenzie (1745-1831)* a lawyer who turned to
literature, is noteworthy as a monument of the decadence marking Sterne
and Goldsmith's material late in the eighteenth century. Mackenzie '
s
first novel. The Man of Feeling * was published in 1771, the year of
Scott’s birth; like Scott after him, he was the literary leader of Scot-
land's capital. "His serial papers. The Mirror and The Lounger, his au-
thority as a critic, and the versatility of his literary talent have all
contributed to procure for him a higher fame than his novels considered
277by themselves would warrant."
The heavy debt of Mackenzie to Sterne is pointed out by every
critic, although, like Goldsmith, Mackenzie professed his dislike for the
author. The similarity differs in an important respect; v/hile Sterne
handled the "raw material" of sentiment with humour, this important ele-
278
ment is lacking entirely in Mackenzie' s work.
Mackenzie' s introduction to The Man of Feeling is the use of a
method now familiar to the eighteenth century. The history of Harley,
who lived in the castle, had been found in an old manuscript by a curate.
Feeling that there was probably not "a single syllogism in it", the finder
used the paper for wadding and other purposes. Tien the disjointed re-
mains were handed over to the author, he found it "a bundle of little
277 Raleigh, op . cit .
,
p. 201.
278 C.E. Vaughan, The Cambridge History of English Literature,
Vol. X, p. 63.
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episodes, put together without art, and of no importance on the whole;
with something of nature, and little else in them". ".rith large sections
missing, due to the curate’s carelessness, the story remains a series of
episodes; each a sketch of the hero in some setting of circumstances.
Mackenzie links himself back to Richardson, in his introduction
to his novel. Discussing his first reading of the pages, he confesses,
"I 'was a good deal affected by some very trifling passages in it; and
«
had the name of a Marmontel or a Richardson, been on the title page 'tis
odds I should have ’wept. But. . .one is ashamed to be pleased with the
279
works of one knows not whom."''
2 80Henry Morlev, an editor of this novel, has achieved some comment
through his index of The Man of Fee ling , for he counted forty-seven in-
stances where the hero of the story sobs, chokes, blubbers, weeps, and
bursts with sorrow.
Sterne had caught his tears with laughter; Goldsmith opposed
excess of sentiment and held his own back with restraint; with Mackenzie,
the flood gates loosed, and his work is now regarded as "one of the most
consummate. . .instances of fashion caricaturing itself in total uncon-
sciousness. But it was the fashion: and Mackenzie, though perhaps he
helped to bring it to an end, no doubt caused the shedding. . .of an ocean
of tears.
279 Henry Mackenzie, The Man of Feeling , in Ballantyne * s Novelist’s
Library , Vol. V, p. (377).
280 Tagenknecht , op. c it .
,
p. 93.
281 Saintsbury, op. cit .
,
p. 172.
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Chapter XIV
Horace Valpole (1717-1797) described his home as a "Gothic
Castle". This was the celebrated Strawberry Hill* where he housed his
collection of manuscripts* art objects and curios of medieval life* where
the architecture of his castle was overlaid with Gothic motifs, where his
gardens showed the new tastes in unrestrained naturalism. The roots of
Romanticism were evident in every phase of Talpole * s tastes; in Switzer-
land with Gray* he had been overwhelmed by the grandeur of the Alps, and
when he published his novel* The Castle of Otranto (1764-65), he intro-
duced to prose fiction a new type of literature that was to achieve an
overwhelming popularity and imitation.
Thomas of Reading and Ferdinand * Count Fathom are among the pre-
decessors of the Gothic novel innovated by v'aloole, both foreshadowing
282
his concentration on gloom and horror. Swift's Tatler paper ^230 had
termed the Gothic as barbarous and the synonym was generally accepted in
the eighteenth century. <‘<ralpole introduced it to the English novel in a
reaction against its characteristic realism* although he combined aspects
of realism to his liking with aspects of the romance which he selected as
his province of writing.
"The groundwork of the story is founded on fact," an aid to au-
thenticisn which had been used in the seventeenth century by Bunyan, which
282 Tiiteford* op. cit., p. 138.
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Defoe had made his working formula, which Swift, Richardson and Smollett
had echoed, was the phrase with which Valpole introduced the first edition
of the story. Triting anonymously, he made his romantic tale a reality by
stating that it was printed in Naples in 1529, and was not translated by
'Yilliam Marshall from the Italian of TJnuphrio Muralto, canon of the Church
of St. Nicholas at Otranto. He could not but believe that there is a fact-
ual basis to the tale.
In addition to following the truth in fact tradition, '’'alpole
sought a moral application for his novel, a story of sudden death, draughty
passages underground, hands appearing on the staircase, figures walking
from portrait frames, battles at the castle walls, jealousy and revenge.
The precept pointed out by the story, he affirms, is that the sins of the
father are visited uoon the son; a moral which he considers weak, for the
original author should have given a more definite didactic turn to his ac-
count of Otranto. In addition, "alpole explains the use of the marvellous
by attributing it to the characteristic superstition of the Middle Ages.
Once this "air of the miraculous" is excused by the reader, he will en-
counter no further disbelief. The unity, the power of characterization,
and the beauty of the diction of the story, are also pointed out to the
reader in the preface to 'Valpole’s first edition, which also stresses the
example in piety, lessons in virtue, and sentiments of rigid purity.
283
Thus it is exempted from the "censure to which romance (isj liable".
283 Horace Talpole, The Castle of Otranto in Ballantyne 1 s Novelist * s
Library, Vol. V, preface to the first edition, p. 559.
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'Talpole confessed his authorship when the Castle of Otranto went
into a second edition, and putting aside the moral application and abandon-
ing the basis in fact, he set forth his formula for the new literary type.
Since he is the creator of a "new species of romance", he has the privi-
lege of making his own rules, and these are compounded from the two oppos-
ing provinces of realism and romance, so carefully separated by the eight-
eenth-century novelist. Defoe had admitted and confessed his belief in
the spiritual world; he had listed the means virhereby contact was estab-
lished between the vorld of the mortals and the immortals. Fielding had
rejected the marvellous, stating that the infrequent use of ghosts might
be acceptable to fiction. Smollett and Johnson had attacked romance and
its improbable machinery; Walpole blended the two, and his oreface is an
important explanation of his method of establishing probability within
impossibility.
In ancient romance, he states, there is imagination and impro-
bability, while in the modern novel nature is copied, but "the great re-
sources of fancy have been dammed up by a strict adherence to common
life". From the contemporary novel, he borrows naturalness; he wants his
characters to talk and to act with probability. Servants remain servants;
they speak and act in the language and from the motives of their class.
Essentially, they provide oomic relief; their naive thoughts provide the
contrast whereby the sublime, tragic motivations and majestic, high-
flown language of their masters are brought out more clearly.
In romance, mortal agents had been improbable and absurd; ’Tal-
pole wishes to dispense w ith this, to have his people act with probability
as they do "in all inspired writings". He adds to the realism of his
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people the imagination of his events; in the blend* mixing comedy and
tragedy.
Voltaire had objected to the mixture of comedy and tragedy
within one framework* but 'Talpole points to Shakespeare* proclaiming
himself his imitator. He had indicated this application of dramatic
structure in his preliminary preface* where he pointed out the unity of
the piece* and stated that the "author" should have been a dramatist*
for he allowed "no bombast* similes, flowers, digressions, unnecessary
2 8 -
description”, and everything in the narrative tended to the catastrophe.'"
Walpole's theory, a working formula for the novelist of ter-
ror, was closely followed by his two most outstanding imitators, Clara
Reeve and Anne Vard Radcliffe. Both used his theory effectively* bringing
their "air of the miraculous" closer to reality, and uniting the pro-
vinces of romance and realism more acceptably, than had the innovator of
the Gothic school.
284 Ibid., preface to the second edition, pp. 560-563.
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Chapter XV
Twelve years after the Castle of Otranto had launched the Gothic
revival into its place in the eighteenth-century novel. Clara Reeve (1729-
1807) proceeded to correct .'alpole's faults and introduce more probability
into the tale of terror. Her purpose is made clear in the preface to Aie
Old English Baron (1778) but the success of her attemnt has not been
hailed as outstanding. Her first novel "has more consecutiveness than
Otranto, and escapes the absurdities of the. . .clumsily used superna-
tural by administering it in a very minute dose. But there is not a spark
* . . .. „285of genius in it. . .
Clara Reeve’s theory and estimates of the novel were further
explained seven years later in The Progress of Romance. (1785). a detailed
piece of literary criticism presented in "the course of evening conversa-
tions" and intended not only as a tracing of the romantic element through
its stages and variations, but as assistance to the reader in his choice
2 Rfi
among "the infinite variety" afforded by this type of literature."
An echo of Fielding sounds through Miss Reeve’s theory on the
purpose of the novel. Discussing romance, she reflected that it was a
gratification to man’s vanity. By the employment of this trait charac-
teristic to all mankind, the author should make vanity subservient to good
and useful ends, for the business of romance is the exciting of attention
287
and the pointing of it to, if not good, at least innocent, results. -
285 Saintsbury. op. cit., p. 157.
286 Clara Reeve, The Progress of Romance (New York: Facsimile
Text Society. 1930), Vol. I. Title Page.
287 Reeve, The Old English Baron in Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Li-
brary, Vol. V, preface, pp. 604-605”
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Fielding had found vanity a human failing to be laughed away; Miss Reeve
put it to a moral purpose. No novels which "weaken the respect due to
parents" should be recommended for wide reading; and looking over the
field of the eighteenth century* she found only Richardson* the Spectator *
the Guardian* the Rambler* and various volumes of sermons and travels fit
for children and young ladies. For these readers should "be shewn the
truth through the medium of cheerfulness and led to expect encouragement
290
in the practise of the social duties and rewards for virtuous actions"*
the very purposes that the recommended Richardson himself had avowed.
She also agreed that "virtue should always be represented in the most
291
beautiful and amiable light".
Of her own novel, the authoress admitted that the story and type
were not new, but yet uncommon. In order to assist the reader make his
own estimate of her vork, she informed him that while she used 'Yalpole's
plan and his idea of uniting the better aspects of romance with those of
the realistic novel, she made variations. A sufficient degree of the
marvellous is allov/ed to excite the attention; the probability of real
life and manners to confirm acceptance; an element of the pathetic to en-
gage the heart of the reader; this was her recipe for the ideal romantic
novel, and while The Castle of Otranto had achieved the lasttvo elements,
it was "redundant" in its use of the marvellous.
288 Reeve* The Progress of Romance, Vol. II, p. 11.
289 Ibid . * p. 103.
290 Ibid.
,
p. 25.
291
Ibid., p. 103.
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Continuing her criticism of Otranto, Miss Reeve stated that
"the conduct of the story is artful and judicious;. ...the characters are
admirably drawn and supported; the diction polished and elegant; yet. . .
it palls upon the mind (though it does not upon the ear) and the reason
is obvious, the machinery is so violent, that it destroys the effect it
is intended to excite. Had the story been kept within the utmost verge
of probability, the effect had been preserved, without losing the least
circumstance that excites or detains the attention."
The ghost, the enchanted sword and helmet of Walpole's story
might have been acceptable if "kept within certain limits of credibility.
But the sword was too large, the helmet too heavy, and when the picture
left its frame, the reader, whose expectations had reached a great height
was taken down and his imaginative creation and expectancy destroyed.
The structure dissolves in laughter. Miss Reeve expressed the wish that
Walpole had maintained the great beauties of much of his story through-
out the whole. In applying her own precepts to this revision of Wal-
pole's story, the authoress aimed at the preservation of "the keeping".
She feared that here might be the translator's fate, who, while retain-
292
ing the unities, lets the spirit evaporate.
Discussing man's innate love of a story. Miss Reeve found that
it is the form that gives the reader displeasure. Some "adore the epic
poems of the ancients and yet despise. . .the ancient Romances, which are
293
only epics in prose". w Here she echoes Johnson's definition of fiction
292 Reeve, The Old English Baron
,
preface.
293 Reeve, The Progress of Romance, preface, pp. (Ill) -XVI.
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in his Rambler paper #4 as "the comedy of romance,. . .to be conducted
nearly by the rules of comic poetry", and in turn, Fielding's defini-
tion of the comic epic in prose. Miss Reeve did not elucidate this
point, however, and made no attempt to bring the epic scope of the an-
cients to the romance she was treating.
A clear, full definition of the novel, making no mention of the
moral purpose ’Ahich she had defined in her preface to The Old English
Baron, and in her discussions of books proper for the perusal of children
294
and young ladies is found in Clara Reeve's comparison of romance and
realism.
"The Romance is an heroic fable, which treats of
fabulous persons and things. The Novel is a picture of
real life and manners, and of the times in which it is
written. The Romance in lofty and elevated language,
describes what never happened nor is likely to happen,
i’he Novel gives us a familiar relation of such things
as pass before our eyes, such as may habnen to our friend
or to ourselves; and the perfection of it, is to repre-
sent every scene, in so easy and natural a manner, and
to make them appear so probable, as to deceive us into
a persuastion. . .that all is real, until we are affect-
ed by the joys or distresses, of the persons in the story
as if they ’were our own."^®
Specific evaluation and criticism of the seventeenth century
heroic romances, and of her predecessors in the eighteenth century is
given in her Progress of Romance, which she explained prefatorily as a
supplement to the scant, scattered information on romance then in exist-
ence and as a guide to the distinguishing features between it and the
novel. Although she had remarked on Richardson’s success in exciting
294 Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 102-104.
295 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 111.
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attention and directing it to moral ends in her preface to The Old
English Baron* she now placed him in opposition to Fielding; the
former admirable in morals and good character; the latter surpassing
.
296
in wit and learning. Commenting on Mrs. Lennox's burlesque of the
297
heroic romance trend kiss Reeve said that imitation and the commer-
cialization of the novel had been an evil influence to her century.
"The press groaned under the weight of novels* which sprung up like
mushrooms every year" with each work of merit oroducing "a swarm of imi-
tators till they became a public evil, and the institution of the cir-
culating library conveyed them in the cheapest manner to everybody's
299
hand,"^^ 8 thus furthering the decadence and spreading vice and folly.
The fallacy of ^iss Reeve's criticism of T ' ralnole , and her at-
tempt at the reformation of his type of novel, has been pointed out as
299
her awkward realistic explanations of supernatural effeots, for "the
supernatural is best justified by the methods of poetry: kiss Reeve at-
300
tempted its justification by an added prosiness". "Tiile she points
out the harmful influence of contemporary fiction to young and innocent
minds, she has a clear idea of the novel form at its best, and her defi-
nition of it describes realism at its best.
296 Ibid., p. 139.
297 Ibid . , Vol . II, p. 7.
298 Loc . cit .
299 /agenknecht, op. cit., p. 115.
300 Raleigh, op. cit., p. 227.
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Chapter XVI
The complex machinery of the Gothic novel which ’Walpole intro-
duced with his helmet and the great plume, which Miss Reeve reduced to "a
301
story with nothing in it more inexplicable than a subterranean groan",
was reproduced again the last decade of the eighteenth century by Mrs.
Anne ,rard Radcliffe, who utilized the effect of the supernatural, but did
not admit "anything really supernatural in ultimate explanation or want of
, .
. „
302
explanation .
Mrs. Radcliffe *s works, which she published without a prefatory
explanation of her moral purposes and artistic theories, were widely ac-
claimed in their day, and despite the burlesque treatment to which Jane
Austen was soon to submit them, the realistic author of Northanger Abbey ,
as well as her characters, were among Mrs. Radcliffe’s ardent admirers.
The wide wake of Mrs. Radcliffe' s imitators included Matthew Gregory
Lewis, author of The Monk, of whom Austen also speaks, but with a tinge
of scorn, and the nineteenth -century Charles Maturin, who also made ef-
fective use of the background of gloomy terror.
The introductions to Radcliffe' s A Sicilian Romance (1790),
The Romance of the Forest (1791), and The Italian (1797) used the early
eighteenth-century methods of foundation in fact. In the prologue of the
Sicilian Romance, the author described her walk along the coast of Sicily,
where the ruins of an ancient castle attracted her. ”rhile she regarded
this decayed monument to ages past, a friar approached and noted her
301 Raleigh, op. cit .
,
p. 227.
302 Saintsbury, op. cit., p. 160.
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103
interest. In the library of his convent* he told her* was a manuscript
which had been assembled by a brother friar, a member of the noble house
of Lflazzini, who had willed his story to the monastic library as a legacy.
303
The author was allowed to copy extracts, which comprise her novel.
In The Romance of the Forest* Radcliffe introduced her characters as per-
sons who had really lived. ""Tioever has read Guvot de Pitival, the most
faithful of those writers who record the proceedings in the Par liamentarv
Courts of Paris, during the seventeenth century, mpst surely remember the
striking story of Pierre de la Motte," she said, assuring her reader that
"the person here introduced. . .was that individua 1" . ^ The introduction
to The Italian is similar, ivirs. nadcliffe portrayed a group of English
travellers admiring the portico of the convent of the Black Penitents in
Naples. Past their eyes glided a stern figure who disappeared into the
shadows of a confessional. The friar guiding th3 sightseers pointed him
out as an assassin sheltered within the walls of the convent and thus be-
yond the reach of the law. The friar had a record of the assassin's
strange story, heard in the confessional, and recorded by young students
with no sense of the art of composition. -rhen the manuscript is loaned
305
to one of the English party, the story itself begins. v
303 Anne Radcliffe, A Sicilian Romance, in Ba lientime's Novelist '
s
Library , Vol. X, p. (3).
304 Radcliffe, The Romance of the Forest, in Ballantvne's Novel-
ist's Library , Vol. X, Ch. 1, p. 77.
305 Radcliffe, The Italian , in Ballantvne's Novelist's Library ,
Vol. X, pp. 531-532.
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Mrs. Radcliffe 's moral purpose is briefly summarized at the
conclusion of these novels and of The Castles of Athlyn and Dubayne
(1789). Like Smollett, she found that virtue suffered at the hand of
vice, but she also felt that virtue ever emerged the victor in the world;
agreeing with Fielding's theory that virtue often suffered misery and un-
happiness, but adding a Richardsonian material reward. At the close of
The Castles of Athlyn and Dubayne , she told her reader? "Virtue may for
a time be pursued by misfortune, - and justice be obscured by the transient
triumphs of vice; - but the Power whose peculiar attributes they are,
clears away the clouds of error, and even in this world establishes his
THRONE OF JUSTICE."
Sicilian Romance illustrates "a singular and striking instance
of moral retribution", and gives an example that "those who do oily that
which is right, endure nothing in misfortune but a trial of their virtue,
and from trials veil endured, derive the surest claims to the protection
307
of heaven". The Romance of the Forest illustrates that her characters'
"former lives afforded an example of trials well endured, and their present,
of virtues greatly rewarded; and this reward they continued to deserve -
for not to themselves was happiness contracted, but diffused to all who
,308
came within the sphere of their influence. . ." The %-steries of
Udolpho (1794) repeats that "the vicious can sometimes pour affliction upon
the good", but adds that "their power is transient and their punishment
306 Radcliffe, The Castles of Athlyn and Dubayne in Ballantvne’s
Novelist' s Library , Vol. X, p. 764.
—
307 Radcliffe, A Sicilian Romance, p. 74.
308 Radcliffe, The Romance of the Forest, p. 219.
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certain. . .innocence, though oppressed by injustice, shall, supported
309by patience, finally triumph over misfortune.'1
Referring to her own authorship of the novel as "the weak hand
that has recorded this tale", Mrs. Radcliffe reminded her reader of Udolpho
that if he has been taught to sustain sorrow, "the effort, however humble,
310
has not been in vain, nor is the writer unrewarded."
Mrs. Radcliffe’ s most notable achievement was her complete develop
ment of the picturesque element that Smollett had woven into his backgrounds
4
She carried it to the enthusiastic heights of the Romantics. Although her
settings were created largely from her own imagination, and were not the
localized pictures that Smollett had sometimes drawn from his familiarity
with such cities as Edinburgh, the English novel had not yet been given
such poetic and beautiful staging as this scene which Emily enjoyed in
The Mysteries of Udolpho ;
"In scenes like these (the Fyrenees) she would often
linger alone, wrapped in a melancholy charm, till the last
gleam of day faded from the west: till the lonely sound
of a sheep-bell, or the distant barking of a watch-dog was
all that broke the stillness of the evening. Then the
gloom of the woods; the trembling of their leaves. . .in
the breeze; the bat, flitting on the twilight; the cottage
lights, now seen, and now lost - were circumstances that
awakened her mind into effort, and led to enthusiasm and
poetry.
”
311
309 Radcliffe, The Mysteries of Udolpho in Ballantyne’s Novelist’s
Library, Vol. X, p. 5271
310 Loc. cit.
311 Ibid., Oh. 1, p. 225.
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Style* atmosphere and poetio imagery clothed her realism., all
elements that had hitherto been ignored by the eighteenth-century novelist.
312
She retained the "Defoe-like minuteness of detail"' that had given
birth to realism; and in her successful combination of romance and realism
that Walpole had prescribed for the Gothic novel, she was hailed as the
Shakespeare of her day.
312 Saintsbury, op. cit., p. 160.
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Chapter XVII
In 1778> Evelina; or, The history of a Young Lady’s Entrance
into the 'Tor Id was published anonymously. An epistolary novel contrast-
ing the social life of London and Bath with the quiet country seclusion
in which its heroine had been reared, it was not the first eighteenth-
century novel to present the world from the Roman's point of view. It
was, however, the first comedy of manners, placing a woman at the center
of the fictional universe, to be written by a woman. The twenty-six-vear
old authoress, Fanny Burney (1752-1840) was the daughter of Dr. Charles
Burney, eminent musician and member of Johnson's circle. Propelled into
fame when her identity was disclosed, she was praised by Johnson and his
group, appointed to the court, later married a French emigre, and produced
three subsequent novels, Cecilia (1782), Camilla (1796) and The ''tenderer
(1814). She gradually adopted the heavy Latinate style of Johnson, and
her fame rests chiefly on her first novel.
The marked influence of Johnson as well as Richardson may be seen
313
in the brief preface to Evelinai 1 -*-n purpose, method, and in style Bur-
ney became their disciple; and although she aimed at breaking new ground
for the English novel, and was successful in many wavs, she saw the novel
as chiefly a realistic form designed for the education of the young.
Johnson had defined it as "lectures of conduct, and introductions into
life" and Richardson had made the novel the vehicle of practical examples
313 Frances Burney D'Arblay, Evelina, or The History of a Young
Lady 1 s Entrance into the Vor Id (New York! fhe~TTac mi 1 lan Company, 1904 )
,
preface, pp. XXIX-XXXV.

of morality to be emulated and vice to be shunned. Looking at the
world about her# Fanny Burney saw that nothing could be done to stop
the rising production of the novel* nor to keep it from the eyes of
young women readers. Thus the writers of her day should be encouraged
to offer instructive examples to their readers. Her own heroine is just
such a person as Richardson might have depicted; a seventteen-year-old
girl of virtuous mind* cultivated understanding* feeling heart* and pure
innocence. These traits are the direct causation of the circumstances
which arise during the course of the story* and enable her to make fair*
correct judgments on the new life she enters.
A familiar touch of the eighteenth-century novelist is echoed in
this preface* where i*dss Burney* designating herself as "the editor"*
offered her group of letters to the world* with timidity because of their
imperfections* and with confidence because she was anonymous and could not
be disgraced. But here she made a divergence* pretending none of the ba-
sis in fact that her predecessors had relied upon to achieve realism.
Her characters* she said* were drawn from nature* though not from any in-
dividual model in real life. The vehicle with which she purported to
"mark the manners of the times"* was thus presented as pure fiction.
Enlarging Richardson's confidence in the epistolary form*
Fanny Burney professed her confidence in the novel itself. Of the novel-
ist* she said that there was "no member of such inferior rank. . .so much
disdained. . .as the humble novelist"* yet the form had been used by such
great men as Johnson* ivarivaux* Fielding* Richardson* and Smollett; and
thus no young writer should be ashamed to start from the same post.
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Like Richardson who objected to "the romantic flights of un-
natural fancy"* in the preface to Pamela* and Johnson* whose Rambler
theories stated that "the wild strain of imagination" had no part in the
novel* Fanny Burney warns her reader against expecting anything that is
not true realism. " . . .Fantastic regions of romance* where Fiction is
colored by all the gay tenets of luxurious imagination, where Reason is
an outcast, and where the sublimity of the Marvellous, rejects all aid
from sober Probability" were not to be found in this story of a heroine
who was "the offspring of Nature* and of Nature in her simplest attire."
She further defined her method of writing, stating that she was
opening new ground. Imlac discouraged imitation in Johnson's Rasselas,
and Fanny Burney saw the model as a contrast of perfection to the copy
which cannot avoid inferiority. Thus, in using the form of Johnson,
Richardson, iiiarivaux. Fielding and Smollett, she used it only as a start-
ing place for her own work; these vriters were the heights, and nothing
common to them could be found in her work, her careful shunning of imi-
tation, however, was not successful. Already the nrecepts of her fore-
bears in the novel field had moulded the character of Evelina; and al-
though she made no mention of the contrast of good and evil so important
to her predecessors, and so widely discussed by them, she followed the
Richardsonian path. Richardson's postscript to Clarissa narlowe reminded
the reader that "we are not to look for Clarissas among the constant fre-
quenters of Ranelagh and Vauxhall", and when Burney's heroine made these
excursions with the vulgar companions of Branghtons she saw nothing but a
show of ostentation and crudeness and embarrassing circumstances fell upon
her as a punishment for having attended the celebrated spots that Smollett's
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Bramble family had found so enjoyable. Johnson and Richardson had both
agreed that goodness should be shown without taint of evil, and evil
without any symptoms of good. Thus Miss Burney’s virtuous heroine was a
marked contrast to the Branghton young women, whose vicious, grasping
traits brought them nothing but misery and scorn. Mr. Villars, her
guardian, a kind of Fielding Squire Allworthy, was placed in direct oppo-
sition to the ignorant, unmannered and unscrupulous Madame Duval. Like
Pamela, the goodness of Evelina’s heart and her resistance to the tempta-
tions of the world won her Lord Orville as a husband and Lord Belmont as
a father. In plot, there is a strong resemblance to Smollett, for Burney
used the same picturesque detail in describing the settings in which Eve-
lina’s travels take her; many of the characters whom Burney and Smollett
met in Bath and Bristol are similar, and there is the same incident of
the illegitimate son finally reconciled to the wealthy and dignified father.
These are but a few of the details in which Fanny Burney followed in the
path of the eighteenth-century novelist whom she had determined to avoid.
In the question of contrast alone, she had found her key to Evelina ; for
realism of the world can best be shown by one who has been kept away from
it. Johnson, too, had used this starting point in his novel depicting a
quest for happiness.
A note to the standards of criticism applied to the novel of her
day is sounded in the dedication of Evelina to the "authors of monthly and
critical reviews". Stamping her novel as the "trifling production of a
few hours", the tag to which Swift had objected, the authoress presented
herself to the critics as one "without name, recommendation, and unknown".
Asking their patronage, she feared the accusation of flattery, and reminding
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them that they 7/ere once young writers , requested liberal and unbiased
criticism in the notices to be given her work.
In bringing the English novel to the English parlor and in de-
picting the characteristics of fashionable life in the city and at the
popular resort of her day* Fanny Burney successfully achieved her puruose
of "marking the manners of the times"* and thereby discovered the novel
of manners, and in this discovery diverged from the well-trod path of her
eighteenth-century novel as she had hoped to do. This is her chief im-
portance. Saintsbury states that only Fielding had "dared boldly to hold
3 14
up the mirror to nature", and that the natural whole was first per-
ceived by Fanny Burney, whose " imnressions of actual speech, Banners , and
7 I C
to a certain extent character" 0 and whose study of life directly from
life gave to the novel of her day the characteristics which it had
failed to achieve.
314 Saintsbury, op. cit .
, p. 149.
315 Ibid., p. 153.
316
Ibid., p. 154
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Chapter XVIII
Jane Austen (1775-1817), whose brother characterized her life
of usefulness, literature and religion, as not necessarilya life of event,
lived quietly as a clergyman's daughter and anonymous author in Steventon,
Chav/ton, Southampton and Bath, writing "entirely from taste and inclina-
317
tion"' for her own amusement and that of her family. She had little
knowledge of the acclaim and high position in the history of the English
novel that was so slowly to be yielded to her. rar and politics, tragedy
and high emotion, extraordinary lives and twisted fates had no part in the
scene she knew and found amusing and of ”hich she wrote. Her characters
of the upper middle class in the small English village paid social calls,
had tea, attended dances, enjoyed picnics, and made occasional journies
to London and Bath on holiday. rithin this orbit, which she realized
fully as her artistic limitation, Jane Austen brought eighteenth-century
realism to a new perfection.
Although her novels were published in the nineteenth century,
several of them were written in the last few years of the eighteenth
century, of which she forms the culmination. It was the eighteenth-
century novel that she so strongly defended, on which she based her work,
which she knew so well and regarded so highly. Eighteenth-century lite-
rature is just as important to her Characters as to her plots; Catherine
ivior land's enthusiasm for the Gothic school is the keynote to her character
and personality, just as the vulgar John Thorpe's love for Tom Jones is
317 Henry Austen, "Biographical Notice", in Jane Austen, Northanger
Abbey and Persuasion (London: John Murray, 1918), Vol. I, pp. III-XVI.
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an indication of his. Literary discussions and tastes give her people a
great deal of matter for discussion during their social visits. The Sense
and Sensibility which characterised the eighteenth century gave her not
only a title but the conflict for her plots; and the epistolary form that
Richardson and Burney# two of her favorite predecessors had used, was first
employed in several of Jane Austen's novels. Sense and Sensibility # North-
anger Abbey# for example. These were later revised and the letters dis-
appeared# save as important means of denouement.
In the particular about her# Austen found the universal, portray-
ing it so faithfully that her brother felt it necessary# in his Biographical
Notice bffixed to the posthumous publication of Northanger Abbey and Per-
suasion # to remind readers that "her power of inventing characters seems to
have been intuitive and almost unlimited. S^e drew from nature; but#
whatever may have been surmised to the contrary# never from individuals."
He also pointed out that while the vices and frailties of mankind never
escaped her eye# she refused to comment on them unkindly; where no redeem-
ing quality existed# she "took refuge in silence".
Jane Austen's moral purpose was to point out that self-realiza-
tion brings harmony within a person# and only after this has been achieved
can true happiness be found. This is the theme of Sense and Sensibility#
of Emma, of Northanger Abbey ; in Pride and Prejudice Daroy characterizes
this sentiment, and in Mansfield Park # Fanny Price is hapoy only after she
has adjusted herself to a new, strange level of society. Happiness, for
the young ladies who were Austin's heroines, came through the right marriage
and this marriage was never one resulting from a sudden# overwhelming#
poetic romance; rather# it was a love that grew slowly and firmly# was
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based solidly on friendship and compatibility, and was affected and made
secure by financial security, without which she saw affection turning to
indifference
.
Parental relationships, the proper education of children, were
important; in Mansfield i'ark , the unhappy fates of the young people result
directly from the careless upbringing they have had. It is a strong em-
phasis on Sense; and Marianne Dashwood, the romantic, flighty, enthusiastic
and unrestrained young heroine of Sense and Sensibility, finds her place
in life only after she has realized that through her lack of restraint she
has brought unhappiness upon herself, for she 'was fated to "discover the
falsehood of her own opinions, and to counteract, by her conduct, her most
„318
favorite maxims. She was born to overcome an affectation. . . Jane
Austen found that undying love and unrequited love, were sure victims to
time. She found nothing realistic nor romantic in a disappointment af-
fecting one's whole existence: life seldom allowed such a sacrifice to
love.
"Vi Houghby could never hear of her marriage without
a pang. . .that he fled from society, or contracted an
habitual gloom of temper, or died of a broken heart., must
not be depended on - for he did neither. He lived to exert,
and frequently to enjoy himself. . .he found no .inconsider-
able degree of domestic felicity. ”319
Austen's chief purpose was to show happiness, its attainment
when one realizes one's faults and corrects them: "let other pens dwell
on guilt and misery. I quit such odious subjects as soon as I can,
318 Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility in The Complete Novels of
Jane Austen (New York: The Modern Library, Random nouse (N.D.) ), Ch. 50,
pT %27 .
319 Loc. oit.
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impatient to restore everybody* not greatly in fault themselves, to
320
tolerable comfort, and to have done with all the rest, 1 she said.
Vanity and hypocrisy were to her, as to Fielding, subjects of mirth and
the worst of traits. The vulgar Thorpe family in Northanger Abbey ,
through these traits, brought unhappiness to the Morlands and the Tilneys,
and caused many difficulties in their zealous search for and admiration
of material worth. The hisses Steele, in Sense and Sensibility, and the
vain Mrs. Elton in Emma are likewise objects of scorn and humour, who do
nothing to make for happiness.
Jane Austen herself had little to say about her moral aims.
Her characters live and exemplify these creeds she found so important.
Filial piety for deserving parents; a happy marriage grounded on a friend-
ly, sensible relationship.^ self-knowledge and harmonious adjustment are her
three most important themes, and they are intrinsically a uart of her plots
and characterizations. She allows no great contrast to point up good and
evil as Richardson and Fielding had found necessary; her undeserving charac
ters are vulgar and ironically treated; she disapproved the picture of im-
morality. Discussing her aversion for Fielding, Mr. Austen stated that
in Fielding’s works, "without the slightest affectation, she recoiled from
anything gross. Neither nature, wit, nor humour could make her amends
32
1
for so very low a scale of morals."
Of her own art and style of writing, Jane Austen’s most famous
description is found in her letter to a nephew who was fond of writing.
320 Jane Austen, i*$ansfield Park in The Complete Novels of Jane
Austen , Ch. 48, p. 751.
i
321 Henry Austen, op. cit.
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Playfully discussing the possibility that they become joint authors* she
asked* "That should I do with your strong* manly* vigorous sketches* full
of variety and glow? *iow could I possibly join them on to the little bit
(two inches wide) of ivory on which I work with so fine a brush as pro-
322
duces little effect after much labour.” ~ In her correspondence with
Mr. Clarke* librarian of Carlton House* through whom the Prince Regent
expressed his admiration for her work, and through whom Jane Austen dedi-
cated Emma "by permission to H.R.H. the Prince Regent”, she again ex-
pressed her full knowledge of her own scope. Answering Clarke's sugges-
tion that she portray an enthusiastic clergyman, she wrote,
I
"The comic part of the character I might be equal to* but
not the good, the enthusiastic, the literary. Such a man's
conversation must at times be on subjects of science and
philosophy* of which I know nothing; or at least be occa-
sionally abundant in quotations and allusions which a woman*
who* like me, knows only her own mother tongue, and has
read little in that, would be totally without the power of
giving. A classical education* or at any rate a very ex-
tensive acquaintance with English literature, ancient and
modern, appears to me quite indispensable for the person
who would do justice to your clergyman; and I think I may
boast myself to be. . .the most unlearned and uninformed
female who ever dared to be an authoress ."323
Again, putting aside Clarke's suggestion that she write an
historical romanoe on the family of Saxe-Coburg, she wrote, "I could do
more write a romance than an epic poem. I could not sit seriously down
to write a serious romance under any other motive than to save my life,
and if it were indispensable for me to keep it up and never relax into
322 J.E. Austen-Leigh* ”A Memoir of Jane Austen” in Jane Austen,
Lady Susan and The Tat sons (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1892), pp. 309-310.
323 Ibid., p. 269
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laughing at myself or at other oeople, I am sure I should be hung before
i had finished the first chapter. No* I must keep to my own style, and
go on in my own way; and though I may never succeed again in that, I am
(7 n ,
convinced that I should totally fail in any other." 0 ^
Jane Austen's only preface was the brief advertisement written
for Northanger Abbey in 1816, when publication of the novel again seemed
imminent. First sold in 1803 to the publisher Crosby in Bath, it remained
a manuscript; in 1809, Crosby refused to print, and in 1816, it was re-
purchased by the author's brother. "Some observation is necessary upon
those parts of the work which thirteen years have made comparatively ob-
solete," Miss Austen wrote in explanation of this burlesque of the Gothic
school. "The public are entreated to bear in mind that thirteen years
have passed since it was finished, many more since it was begun, and during
that period, places, manners, books, and opinions have undergone consider-
7 O C
able changes." 0-" 0 Prefaces to such juvenilia as Lesley Castle and The
History of England dedicate the works to some member of her family, and
indicate that she was writing not merely for their amusement, but prin-
cipally for her own.
That she had little faith in her own work is not only indicated
by her anonymous publications, but in her brother's notice to Northanger
Abbey and Persuasion, published five months after her death. This is one
of the few contemporary glimpses of the authoress, and after informing the
reader that "the hand which guided the pen is now mouldering in the grave",
324 Ibid .
,
pp. 271-72.
325 Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, Vol. I, "Adver-
tisement by the Authoress"
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he describes her novels as works which ’’have been placed on the same shelf
as the works of a D'Arblay and an Edgeworth. For though in the composi-
tion she was equally rapid and correct, yet an invincible distrust of her
own judgment induced her to withhold her works from the public - until
time and perusals had satisfied her that the charm of recent composition
was involved." Although she hesitated discussing her work with strangers,
he added, she shared it freely with her family.
Jane Austen herself seldom emerged from her stories to speak to
her reader. She spoke out in Mansfield Park to brush aside guilt and
„ ,
326 _
misery from her scope. in Northanger .Abbey , too, there is a conscious-
ness of novel-ivriting. Recounting the marriage of Eleanor Tilnev, it is
Jane Austen who says, "my own joy on the occasion is very sincere. I know
no one more entitled by unpretending merit, or better prepared by habitual
suffering, to receive and enjoy felicity." Describing her character's
husband, the authoress adds that she is "aware that the rules of composi-
tion forbid the introduction of a character not connected with my fable",
and thus only a summary of Eleanor's husband, rather than a direct intro-
327
duction to him, is allowed the reader.
Although she has comparatively little to say of her writing and
method and purposes, Jane Austen was a firm upholder of the novel form.
Literary conversation was important to her dialogue; without the eighteenth-
century novel that stretched in back of her, a great deal of her charm
326 Austen, Mansfield Park , Ch. 48, p. 751.
327 Austen, Northanger Abbey in The Complete Novels of Jane Austen,
Ch. 31, p. 1206.
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\vould be lacking. In the juvenile Love and Freindship, which makes sport
of many romantic novel traditions and eighteenth-century customs, a de-
lightful epistolary parody in which two young women travel the road from
Wales to Scotland and meet every conceivable tragedy and coincidence,
there is definite resemblance to the later Northanger Abbey ; and here, too,
the novel is imoortant. "'There, Edward," the selfish father asks a
noble son, "in the name of wonder. . .did you pick up this unmeaning
gibberish? You have been studying Novels 1 suspect In the fragment-
ary Sandition (1817) a burlesque of the seaside resort. Sir Edward, the
butt of Miss Austen’s ridicule, discusses novels with the heroine, Char-
lotte. Sir Edward prefers novels where human nature is displayed with
grandeur, "such as shew her in the sublimity of intense feeling - such as
exhibit the progress of a strong Passion from the first germ of incipient
Susceptibility to the utmost energies of reason ha If-determined - where we
see the strong spark of woman’s captivations elicit such fire in the soul
of man as leads him. . .to hazard all, dare all, achieve all, to obtain
her." A description of the novel such as ^ane Austen nwver wrote, is
quietly refuted by the true, gentle, strong-minded Austen heroine, who
answers, "Our taste is not at all the same."' " In Persuasion , (written
in 1816, published in 1818) the literary heroine, Anne Elliot, and Cap-
tain Harville discuss literature, and he says that there is no book that
is not filled with woman’s inconstancy. Anne replied, "Men have had every
advantage of us in telling their own story. Education has been theirs in
328 Austen, Love and Freindship and Other Early ’Yorks (New York:
Frederick A. Stokes Company ,' 1925j, p. 87
329 John Hailey, Introductions to Jane Austen (London: Oxford
University Press, 1931) pi 140.
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so much higher a degree; the pen has been in their hands."
rhile none of her works are -without literary reference* North-
anger Abbey contains the greatest defense of the novel’s place in literature.
Based on a literary fad* it is necessary for the heroine to be a great ad-
mirer of Radcliffe in order that she go through her adventures at the
Tilney home. At Bath* Catherine and her new friend, Isabella Thorpe* read
novels together: here Jane Austen left her story to speak out to the
reader.
"Yes, novels; for I will not adopt that ungenerous and
impolitic custom, so common with novel writers of degrading*
by their contemptuous censure, the very performances to the
number of which they are themselves adding: joining with
their greatest enemies in bestowing the harshest epithets on
such works* and scaraely ever permitting them to be read by
their own heroine, who, if she accidentally takes up a novel*
is sure to turn over its insipid oages with disgust. Alas!
If the heroine of one novel is not to be patronised by the
heroine of another* from whom can she expect protection and
regard?. . .Let us leave it to the Revio.vers to abuse such
effusions of fancy at their leisure, and over every new novel
to talk in threadbare strains of the trash with which the
press now groans. Let us not desert one another; we are
an injured body. Although our productions have afforded more
extensive and unaffected pleasure than those of any other
literary corporation in the world, no species of composition
has been so decried. From pride, ignorance, or fashion, our
foes are almost as many as our readers; and while the abili-
ties of the nine-hundredth abridger of the History of England,
or of the man who collects and publishes in a volume some
dozen lines of Milton, Pope, and Prior, with a paper from
the Spectator, and a chapter from Sterne, are eulogised by
a thousand pens, there seems almost a general wish of decry-
ing the capacity and undervaluing the labour of the novel-
ist, and of slighting the performance which have only genius,
wit and taste to recommend them. ’I am no novel reader; I
seldom look into novels; do not imagine that I often read
novels; it is really very well for a novel.’ ""Such is the
common cant. ’And what are you reading. Miss ?’ 'Ohl
330 Austen, Persuasion in The Complete Novels of Jane Austen,
Ch. 23, p. 1353.
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it is only a novel!’ replies the young lady; while she
lays down her book with affected indifference* or mo-
mentary shame. 'It is only Cecilia* or Camilla* or
Belinda'; or* in short* only some work in which the great-
est pcwers of the mind are displayed* in which the most
.
thorough knowledge of human nature* the happiest delinea-
tion of its varieties, the liveliest effusions of wit and
humour* are conveyed to the world in the best chosen
language. Now, had the same young lady been engaged with
a volume of the Spectator* instead of such a work* how
proudly would she have produced the book and told its
name! though the chances must be against her being occu-
pied by any part of that voluminous publication, of which
either the matter or manner would not disgust a young per-
son of taste; the substance of its papers so often consist-
ing in the statement of improbable circumstances, unnatural
characters, and topics of conversation, which no longer con-
cern anyone living; and the language, too, frequently so
coarse as to give no very favourable idea of the age that
could endure it. "331
After such a strong, emphatic defense of her medium, Miss Austen
does not hesitate to have Isabella make out a list of required reading
for Catherine; titles such as Clermont , mysterious ’"arnings . Horrid
Mysteries, and the Necromancer of the Black Forest. Catherine tells the
astonished Isabella that Mrs. Morland does not disapprove novels; that
she is a great admirer of Sir Charles Grandison , to which the astonished
332
Isabella exclaims, "That is an amazingly horrid book. . ." Aie odious
John Thorpe, in addition to admiring Tom Jones and Lewis' Monk, finds
Miss Burney's books "unnatural stuff", and says that his slight regard for
333
the authoress vanished when I heard she had married an emigrant". That
the Thorpes should dislike Richardson and Burney, and extol Fielding and
Gothicism carried to a sensuous extreme is an interesting indication of
331 Austen, Northanger Abbey , Ch. 5, pp. 1077-78.
332 Ibid. , Ch. 6, p. 1080.
333
Ibid., Ch. 7, p. 1086
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Jane Austen’s tastes; for the Thorpes are among her most vulgar and
ignorant characters.
Catherine Morland and Henry Tilney discuss the novel to some
extent. Remarking on the Mysteries of Udolpho* and professing her great
admiration for Mrs. Radcliffe, Catherine says* "You never read novels,
I dare say," adding that gentlemen read much more clever books.
"The person, be it gentleman or lady, who has no pleasure in a
good novel, must be intolerably stupid," Henry replies. "I have r4ad all
Mrs. Radcliffe's works, and most of them with great pleasure. The mysteries
of Udolpho, when I had once begun it, I could not lay down again; I remem-
ber finishing it in two days, my hair standing on end the whole time."
Men, he adds, read almost as many novels as woman - for himself, he has
334
read "hundreds and hundreds".
Of other literature, it is interesting to see that Jane Austen
found Shakespeare's thoughts and beauties "so spread abroad that one
335
touches them everywhere; one is intimate with him by instinct," ° that
Marianne Dashwood is filled with admiration for Cowper and Thomson,' ,J
Literature is important to conversation as well as to plot itself; Mans-
fie Id Park is based on the production of a melodramatic German play.
Lovers’ Vows, while Northanger Abbey is a parody of the Gothic school al-
though largely devoted to the society of Bath and its comedy.
The first chapters of Northanger Abbey contain the most reveal-
ing statement of Jane Austen's creed as a novelist. In the description
334 Ibid ., Ch. 14, pp. 1121-22.
335 Austen, Mansfield Park, Ch. 34, p. 674.
336
Austen, Sense and Sensibility, Ch. 17, p. 55
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of her heroine* she refuted the entire eighteenth -century tradition* and
pointed the direction from which she achieved her own great realism.
"No one who had ever seen Catherine Morland in her in-
fancy would have supnosed her to be born a heroine*" she
begins. "Her situation in life* the character of her father
and mother* her own person and disposition* were all equally
against her. Her father was a clergyman without being ne-
glected or poor* and a very respectable man. . .he was not
in the least addicted to locking up his daughters. Her
mother was a woman of useful plain sense* with a good temper*
and* what is more remarkable, with a good c destitution. . .
She had three sons before Catherine was born; and instead
of dying in bringing the latter into the world, as anyone
might expect, she still lived on. . ."
Catherine Bad learned suitable quotations from the great poets. Unlike
Mrs. Radcliffe’s heroines, she could not write sonnets; no one admired her
musical abilities, and her greatest deficiency was in drawing. "There she
fell miserably short of the true heroic height." Catherine had never loved
nor had she ever inspired love in any male heart. And to further add to
the dullness of her life, "there was not one lord in the neighborhood; no,
nor even a baronet. There was not one family among their acquaintance who
had reared and supported a boy accidentally found at their door; not one
young man whose origin was unknavn. Her father had no ward, and the
squire of the parish no children." "'ith this, Catherine is made entirely
foreign to not only Mrs. Radcliffe's heroines, but to Richardson’s Pamela,
whose neighborhood yielded Mr. 3., to Fielding’s Squire Allworthy , who
reared the foundling Tom Jones: to Mr. Villars, whose ward was Burney’s
Evelina, and to Doctor Primrose, Goldsmith's Vicar of "rakefield. Inci-
dents, as well as characters of the preceding novelist are also to be
ignored in this story, the authoress tells us; for Catherine set out for
Bath, "her mind about as ignorant and uninformed as the female mind at
seventeen usually is." Evelina, at the same age, and also entering upon
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the outside world for the first time* went as an accomplished young lady,
krs. Borland did not give her daughter any warnings of noblemen and baron-
ets* who ’’delight in forcing young ladies away to some remote farmhouse"*
as &r. B. had done. Catherine’s sister did not ask her to write by every
post* the usual excuse for the vast flood of epistolary novels. The
journey to Bath was uneventful* for "neither robbers nor tempests befriend-
337
ed them, nor one lucky overturn to introduce them to the hero". Thus
Jane Austen discarded all the contrivances and mechanism with which the
novel reader of her day was so familiar* and equipped herself with nothing
but common, ordinary fact, and a heroine of great imagination to weave her
story.
Fanny Burney* too, had set out to travel a new path in her novel#
but fell into the Richards on-Johnsonian school, portraying manners and
morals, and preaching a sermon to be emulated by the young. Jane Austen’s
repudiation of her predecessors is similar; she admired Richardson and
Johnson# and she had a lesson to give to those who wanted to hear. Like
Fielding whom she disliked, she set herself against man's vanity; she
lived true to her aim of avoiding Richardson's failings, pointed out by
Henry Austen in his biographical memoir* where he stated that character
creation and consistency, particularly in Sir Charles Grandison, had brought
her admiration* but "her taste secured her from the errors of his prolix
styles and tedious narratives." Jane Austen's moralizing, for the most
part, was part of her narrative, indispensable to her plot, an important
aspect of her characterization. She took the realism that her predecessors
337 Austen, Northanger Abbey# Ch. 1 and 2, pp. 1063-67.
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had established * confined it to an area which she knew well* and gave
Fielding’s vitality of the English roadside to the parlor of the English
parsonage. Because of her firm confidence in the novel itself, finding it
a part of life and the vehicle of genius* she entrusted herself to it
fully, and brought it to a height that it has seldom since achieved
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Chapter XIX.
The sincerity of the prefaces written for the eighteenth-century
novels by their authors may be challenged. It is difficult to accept* for
example* Defoe's statement that he included the immoral aspects of Moll
Flander's life only to make her reformation more beautiful by contrast;
rather than an apology to critical minds of a highly didactic era, this is
a defense of his own artistic methods. In the same way, many of Fielding'
famous introductory chapters were undoubtedly added after his novels had
358
been completed and were shaped to the action he had depicted and to the
method of writing that he had used. The purposes expressed in prefatory
explanations were not always fulfilled; Fanny Burney felt herself an inno-
vator* but marks of her predecessors are abundant throughout her Evelina *
while Sterne made light of the importance of the preface, placing it in
the midst of his story* just as Swift burlesqued it in the lengthy intro-
duction to his Ta le of a Tub .
That the novel’s chief purpose in the eighteenth-century litera-
ture was to teach and improve* with pleasurable and artistic aspects also
directed primarily toward this purnose, is evident in the apologetic ex-
planations made to the reader. Didacticism gave the novel a reason for
being. At the same time, the classical precents adopted from drama and
poetry in a neo-classic age gave the novelist the rules for his art, an
art which became richer when elements of romanticism were incorporated in
it, but which remained undiscovered and imperfect during more romantic
times when the theories of ancient Greece and Rome were disregarded. Such
Aristotelian theories as beginning, middle, and end, and the suitability
358 Cross, op. cit . , Vol. II, p. 103.
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of subject to canvas size were of more importance to the early novel than
the elements of the picturesque and poetic description and the high ad-
venture typical of the romantic writer. A realistic outlook upon all life
was necessary to the birth of the novel* which was an expression as well
as a means of improving mankind as he existed with his frailties and his
capacity for a greater good.
359
Over 3000 novels were published in England from 1740-1800.
Because of this great production* to which Clara Reeve had referred in
The Progress of Romance * the critic was faced with a difficult problem.
Treating the novel as an amusing trivia, he applied no canons of art to
his judgment of it, and because of his scornful attitude, the novel occu-
pied a lowly place in English literature, as Jane Austen’s attack in
Horthanger Abbey stated. The novelist, clarifying his own purposes, and
discussing his own artistic methods as well as those of his contemporaries
alone brought out the full realization of the novel's powers and greatness
as well as its proper province as the mirror to all mankind.
359 Black, op. cit .
,
p. 291.
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